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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Why These Units *.7ere Built
While teaching ninth grade commercial geography classes in a
Massachusetts town, I discovered that the boys and girls in my
classes really possessed very little detailed information about
their own state. Attempts at comparisons failed because the pupils
were not familiar with local geography. For example, the statement
that some of the Rocky Mountain peaks were fourteen thousand feet
high meant little or nothing to the pupils. The statement that those
peaks were four times as high as the highest mountain we have here in
Massachusetts meant even less, because they had no idea about which
was our highest mountain or how high it was. Other similar comparisons
of distance and size were meaningless for the same reason, lack of
familiarity with local geography.
There were many other incidents which pointed to a need for a
carefully organized study of our state. For example, some of the
pupils were confused at the idea that the Connecticut River flows
through Massachusetts.
Because I v.anted to find out a little more definitely the extent
of their knowledge of locations within our state, I distributed mimeo-
graphed outline maps of Massachusetts and asked the pupils to locate
some of the largest cities and other places of importance; e.g., Boston,
Worcester, Springfield, Southbridge, the Atlantic Ocean, the Connecticut

River, the states which touch Massachusetts. The results showed even
more conclusively that their knowledge of place locations within
Massachusetts was extremely meager.
In an attempt to fulfill this apparent need for more knowledge
about our own state, I began the construction of units on Massachusetts.
For a period of about two years now I have been collecting materials
from many sources and adding these materials to the units. I have
taught the units to six geography classes in two consecutive years.
However, the units taught were not in their present form. They have
been almost totally revised and very much expanded, in the effort to
meet more adequately what seem to be the needs of the pupils in that
particular Massachusetts town.
T
.7ith some revision of emphasis, it would seem that these units
could be readily adapted for use in many other Massachusetts towns
where there seems to be need for instruction in this particular sub-
ject matter field.
General Content and Purpose
These units on Massachusetts were built with the following purposes
in view:
t.X. To give the pupils a more definite conception of the physiography
of Massachusetts and to help them understand how Massachusetts
compares in area and population with the rest of the states and
also with its immediate neighbors.
^ To give the pupils an idea of the various nationalities included
in the population of Massachusetts and thus encourage tolerance
and help break down prejudices about nationality and race.

To give the pupils an understanding of the fact that natural
resources, climate, and other geographical factors influence
the type of industry carried on in any particular geographic
region.
A. To give the pupils an opportunity to discover how Massachusetts
contributes through agriculture and industry to the welfare of
the nation as a whole.
5. To give the pupils an idea of the part Massachusetts is playing
in our program for national defense.
6. To give the pupils a better acquaintance with transportation
facilities within our own state.
7. To give the pupils some realization of the educational opportunities
provided in Massachusetts.
8. To give the pupils some background information about the development
of literature, music, and art in Massachusetts.
\9< To give the pupils more information about places of particular
interest in Massachusetts in order that they will feel better
acquainted with their own state and with the attractions it offers
both for its own residents and for tourists.
In addition to the purposes already stated above, certain rather
practical skills vd.ll be developed. For example, the pupils will be
taught how to read railroad and bus timetables; how to read road maps;
how to use various sources of information such as magazines and catalogs;
and how to report correctly on outside readings.

A Pre-Test on Massachusetts
In order to help determine what phases in the study of Massa-
chusetts needed most emphasis, a pre-test has been constructed.
The items included in this test were built to measure the pupil's
acquaintance with many different kinds of information about Massa-
chusetts. Those phases of information most frequently missed by
the pupils are the phases which probably deserve the most attention.
Careful analysis of the test results should provide the teacher with
information which will be of aid to her in adapting the instructional
units to the particular class for which they are to be used. This
adaptation of units will enable the teacher to make better use of
the time at her disposal becuase she can afford to spend less time
on those phases of the material which the pupils already know well,
and she can emphasize those phases of the material with which the
pupils seem to be less familiar.
This test is divided into seven parts as follows:
Part 1 is a set of multiple choice questions designed to test
the pupil's conception of the area and population of Massachusetts
as compared with neighboring states, the physical aspects of Massa-
chusetts, the natural resources of Massachusetts, and the agricultural
products of Massachusetts.
Part 2 is a set of questions designed to test the pupil's actual
working acquaintance with a variety of everyday facts about our state-
its cities, its people, its institutions, its services, and its indus-
tries. The pupils should be able to answer most of these questions
simply as a result of having lived in Massachusetts for some tine.
or
The questions involve facts not necessarily derived from formal study
of a text, but rather facts easily derived from observations made in
the course of everyday life.
Part 3 is a set of questions designed to start pupils thinking
about the reasons why our state is as it is. For example, they may
know that there are certain industries in Massachusetts, but few would
ever stop to consider why. If a pupil can begin to see the reasons
why Massachusetts has certain industries rather than others, he is
beginning to build a foundation for a better understanding and
appreciation for his home state.
Part U is a matching ouestion designed to test the pupil's know-
ledge of the location of various industries in Massachusetts.
Part § is a set of questions designed to test the pupil's acquain-
tance with a fev; rather commonplace facts about his own home town.
The second section of this part is intended to test whether the pupil
is aware of the location of his home town with relation to other places
of which he has frequently heard and which he may have visited.
Part 6 is an identification question designed to test whether the
pupil realizes that many prominent people of whom he has frequently
heard are from Massachusetts . He should be aware of the fact that
people from Massachusetts have made and are still making notable
contributions to the country as a whole in many fields of endeavor.
Part 7 is an identification question designed to test the pupil's
acquaintance with well known historic shrines in Massachusetts.
These seven sets of questions are intended to measure the pupil's
general acquaintance with ids own state.

A Pre-Test on Massachusetts
Part 1
Directions ; Select the word which seems to you to complete the state-
ment best. Underline that word and write its number in the parentheses
provided at the right of each question.
Example: The largest state in the United States is
(1) California (2) Montana (3) Hew York (4) Texas ( 4 )
1. Massachusetts is larger in area than
(l) Maine (2) New York (3) Rhode Island (4) Pennsylvania ( )
2. Massachusetts has a smaller population than
(l) Maine (2) New York (3) Mhode Island (4) Connecticut ( )
3. The population of Massachusetts is approximately
(1) 1,000,000 (2) 2,000,000 (3) 3,000,000 (4) 4,000,000 ( )
4. The highest mountain in Massachusetts is approximately
(1) 14,000 ft. (2) 10,000 ft. (3) 5,000 ft. (4) 3,000 ft. ( )
5. The chief stone quarried in Massachusetts is
(l) granite (2) marble (3) sandstone (4) slate ( )
6. The chief crop of central i^assachusetts is
(l) cranberries (2) corn (3) tobacco (4) potatoes ( )
7. The chief crop of Cape Cod is
(l) cranberries (2} corn (3) tobacco (4) potatoes ( )
8. A Massachusetts city particularly noted for its fishing
industry is
(l) Lawrence (2) Fall liiver (3) Gloucester (4) Salem ( )
«
9. The river which flows through the northeastern part of the
state is the
(1) Hoosac (2) Taunton (3) Merrimac (4) Westfield (
10. The state which has the most representatives in Congress is
(l) Maine (2) Mew Hampshire (3) Connecticut (4) Massachu-
setts (
11. The largest city in New England is
(l) Worcester (2) Boston (3) Providence (4) New York (
Part 2
Directions: In the space provided at the right of each question write
the -word or words which best answer that question.
Example: Name the three largest states in the U. J. Texas
California
Montana
! Name the 3 largest cities in Massachusetts.
2. Name any 5 colleges in Massachusetts.
3. Name any 5 counties in Massachusetts.

4. Name 3 of the chief railroads which serve
Massachusetts.
5. Name the highest mountain in Massachusetts.
6. Name the longest river of Massachusetts.
7. Name the state touching Mass. on the west.
8. Name the governor of Massachusetts.
9. Name the two senators from Massachusetts.
10. Name 5 major newspapers of Massachusetts.
11. wame 5 articles used in your home or school
which are made in Massachusetts and tell in
what town or city each was made.
Part 3
Directions : Here is a series of statements concerning Massachusetts.
Beneath each statement four possible reasons for the statement are
listed. One of these reasons in each case is more important than the
others. In the space provided at the right of each statement, place
the number of the reason which most accurately explains the cause of
the statement.
Example: Massachusetts is important in national defense because: ( 4

9(1) The Lockheed Aircraft Company is located here.
(2) Most of the submarines are built here.
(3) The Kaiser shipyards are located here.
(4) The Garand rifle is manufactured here.
1. Many cotton mills are located in -Massachusetts because: ( )
(1) Massachusetts is very near the source of supply of
raw cotton.
(2) The air here has the proper amount of moisture for
the successful manufacturing of cotton cloth.
(3) Eli V.hitney, who invented the cotton gin, was from
Massachusetts
.
(4) The earlier settlers who came to Massachusetts had
worked in cotton mills in Europe.
2. Massachusetts is more of an industrial than an agricultural
state because: ( )
(1) In Massachusetts there is an abundant supply of raw
materials for manufacturing.
(2) The terrain and climate are better suited to industry
than to agriculture.
(3) There is an abundant supply of cheap labor.
(A) There were many inventors of machinery in Massachusetts.
3. There are many truck farms throughout eastern Massachusetts
because: ( )
(1) In that region there is not enough water power for
manufacturing, so people have developed agriculture
instead.
(2) The people who settled there were originally fanners
in Europe.
(3) The large eastern cities provide a profitable market
for the truck farm produce.
(4) Fanning in thla region was encouraged by federal
government agencies.
U» The surface of Massachusetts is rough and rocky because: ( )
(1) The ocean surf has washed away much of the top soil.
(2) Much of the soil is of volcanic origin.
(3) Severe earthquakes caused many sudden changes in the
surface.
(4) This region was once subjected to the action of a glacier.
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5. Massachusetts is the most important of the New England
Jtates in trade and commerce because: ( )
(1) It has better harbors and transportation facilities
and is more centrally located than the other New-
England States.
(2) Its early settlers were seafaring people who took
naturally to shipping and trade.
(3) It was the state which grew and developed first among
the New England States.
(4) Many of its inhabitants invested heavily in public
transportation securities.
6. Tourists are attracted to Massachusetts chiefly because: ( )
(1) Of its healthful climate.
(2) Of its awe-inspiring scenery.
(3) Of its innumerable historic scenes and buildings.
(4) Of its facilities for fishing and hunting and camping.
7. Massachusetts is important to national defense chiefly because :( )
(1) Its farmers are helping feed our army and allies.
(2) Our raw materials are being used in the manufacture of
vital war supplies.
(3) Our factories are producing a vast amount of equipment
necessary for the war effort.
(/+) Our civilian defense units are so active and so well
organized.
Part U
Directions : As you know, Massachusetts is an important manufacturing
state. Here is a list of articles made in the various cities and towns
of Massachusetts. In the space at the right of each article, put the
letter of the city which manufactures that article in the greatest quantity.
Example: 0. Shoes (n)
a. Holyoke 1. 7/atches ( )
b. Greenfield 2. Toys ( )
c. Lawrence 3. Hifles ( )
d. Ashland 4. Ships ( )

Hinghani 5. Jewelry
f
.
V/inchendon 6. Electric clocks
K.o • Taunton 7. Furniture
h. Springfield 8. Stoves
i Gardner 9. Paper
i w'aItham 10. Voolen goods
k. New Bedford
1. Northampton
m. Attleboro
n. Brockton
Part 5
Directions : In the space after each question write the word or v/ords
which best answer that question.
Example: V/hat is the approximate population of V/orcester? 194 ,000.
1. ".That is the approxiiate population of Southbridge?
2. In v/hat county is Southbridge located?
3. What is the route number on Llain Street?
4. V/hat state other than Massachusetts is nearest Southbridge';
5. What is the largest city within 20 miles of Southbridge?
Directions ; Select the word which seems to you to complete the state-
ment best. Underline that word and place its number in the space
Provided at the right of each question.
Example: In what general direction would you travel to go
from Southbridge to Canada?
(1) North (2) South (3) East (4) T.Vest ( 1 )
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1. In which general direction would you travel to go from
Southbridge to Cape Cod?
(1) North (2) South (3) East (4) West ( )
2. In which general direction would you travel to go from
Southbridge to New Hampshire?
(1) North (2) South (3) East (4) West ( )
3. In which general direction would you travel to go from
Southbridge to New York City?
(l) Northwest (2) Northeast (3) Southwest (4) Southeast ( )
4. In which general direction would you travel to go from
Southbridge to Boston?
(1) North (2) South (3) East (4) West ( )
5. In which general direction would you travel to go from
Southbridge to ..orcester?
(l) Northeast (2) Southeast (3) Northwest (4) Southwest ( )
Part 6
Directions: Can you tell which of these famous people were born in
Massachusetts or lived here for many years? In the space next to each
person's name write "yes" if he lived in Massachusetts and "no" if he
did not live in Massachusetts.
Example: Charles Lindbergh ( no )
1. Kenneth Roberts )
2. Nathaniel Hawthorne
3. 7/illiam Cullen Bryant )
4. John Adams )
5. Louisa May Alcott )
6. Richard E. Byrd )

7. Ralph "j'aldo Emerson
8. ,/oodrow ,/ilson
9. Bette Davis ( ]
10. Fiorello LaGuardia ( }
11. Clara Barton {
12. Leon Henderson
13. Henry Cabot Lodge (
John Hancock ( )
15. .Vendell ,/illkie ( \\ j
16. Benjamin Franklin \ )
17. Calvin Coolidge r \^ ;
18. Franklin Moosevelt \ J
19. Miles Standi sh ( )
20. Joseph B. Ely ( )
Part 7
Directions ; Here is a list of places which are popular attractions for
tourists. 3ome of these places are in Massachusetts. If a place is in
Massachusetts, write "yes" in the space provided at the right of that
name. If the place is not in Massachusetts, write "no" in the space
provided.
Example: Grand Canyon ( no )
l a Plymouth Rock ( )
2. Thite Mountains ( )
3. Acadia National Park ( ) (
U. Bunker Hill Monument ( )
5. Mohawk Trail ( )
6. Provincetown ( )
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7. West Point ( )
8. House of the Seven Gables ( )
9. Betsy Ross House ( )
10. Statue of Liberty ( )
11. Quabbin Reservoir ( )
12. Concord Bridge ( )
13. Tanglewood ( )
14. Fort Ticonderoga ( )
1$ . The Old Oaken Bucket ( )
16. Revere Beach ( )
17. Hampton Beach ( )
18. Mt. Torn ( )
19. Longfellow's -ayside Inn ( )
20. /alden Pond ( )
Division and Construction of the Units
The subject matter included in these units has been selected
because it seemed to contribute to the attainment of the objectives
presented on pages 2 and 3« In order to make the material easier
for the teacher to present and easier for the pupils to assimilate,
the subject matter has been divided into six major parts, each of
which in turn is subdivided into several smaller parts. Of course,
it is understood that these various phases of life in l.assachusetts
are inextricably interwoven. Each phase is closely related to all
the other phases and the integration of these various phases results
in the way of life that we know here in iiassachusetts. It is for the
y

sake of organization and siiaplification that the subject natter has
been broken down into several parts as follows:
Massachusetts—Area, Population, Mountains, Rivers, and Lakes
Location, area, and Population
Mountains of Massachusetts
Lakes and Rivers of Massachusetts
Natural Resources and Their Allied Industries
The Natural Resources of Massachusetts
The Forests of Massachusetts
The Minerals of Massachusetts
The Fishing Industry in Massachusetts
Soil, Climate, and Agriculture in Massachusetts
Manufacturing in Massachusetts
The Tourist Industry in Massachusetts
Massachusetts in National Defense
Transportation in Massachusetts
Railroads in Massachusetts
Highways of Massachusetts
Airways in Massachusetts
Education, Literature, i^usic, and Art
Education in Massachusetts
Literature in Massachusetts
Music in Massachusetts
Art in Massachusetts
The People of Massachusetts
Distribution of Population
Nationalities and their Contributions to Our Society
Famous People of Massachusetts

CHAPTER II
MASSACHUSETTS—ARM, POPULATION,
MOUNTAINS, RIVERS, AND L^KES
Aims end Description of This Unit
The ajuag of thla unit.— The aims of this unit are
1. To show how Massachusetts ranks in area and population when
compared with the rest of the states in the union.
?.. To show how Massachusetts rcnks in area and population vhen
compared with the other Nev. England states.
?. To show why area and oonulation do not necessarily vary
directly.
4. To acquaint the ounil with the chief physical characteristics
of Massachusetts, including mountains, laices, and rivers.
The description of thla unit.— This unit is divided into
sections as follows:
Location, Area, and Population, including
1. Massachusetts and the United States
Information
Information derived from class discussion
and man study.
Information presented to the class in the
form of statistical tables showing figures
of area and Tiormlation of the various states
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and cities.
Work to be done by pupils
Making of a map illustrating the inform&tion
derived from clrss discussion.
Reading statistical tables.
Answering a set of questions by reference
to the tables.
2. Massachusetts and Her Neighbors
Information
Information derived from introductory remarks
by the teacher and from class discussions and
map study.
Presentation of statistics to be used in
building a table for comparing the New England
States.
Work to be done by pupils
Making a map illustrating information
derived from class discussions end map study.
Constructing a table A-hich will be filled in
from time to time as we continue our study of
Massachusetts and her neighbors.
Answering a set of questions based on given
information and the table,
b. Massachusetts Herself
Information
<w«v
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Information derived from class discussion
and map study.
Information derived from statistical tables
of an atlas,
^"ork to be done by pupils
Making a map of Massachusetts.
Constructing a table showing the relative
size of the chief cities.
Constructing a teble compering the cities
of Massachusetts with the cities of the other
New England Stetes.
Locating counties and cities on a map of
Massachusetts.
Answering a set of questions based on inform-
ation acquired by the foregoing activities.
The Mountains of Massachusetts, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion
and map study.
Presentation of statistics taken from on atlas.
Work to be done by pupils
Construction of a table to be used for purooses
of comoarison.
Making a map shewing the chief mountains of
Massachusetts.
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Writing an essay on some suggested or
related topic. (Note: the use of the term
essay in this and succeeding assignments is
purely arbitrary and is in no sense restric-
tive. The pupil is free to offer any sort of
project related to the subject at hand which
particularly interests him. This may be a
series of oictures illustrating the topic, a
poem, a reoort of some pertinent experience,
a story, a play, or any other appropriate form
of endeavor which is directed toward the fur-
ther study of the current subject.)
Answering a series of questions b<ised on
information gained from the preceding exercises.
The Lakes and Rivers of ulassachusetts, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion and
map study.
Information derived frow statistical material
presented by the teacher.
Fork to be done by punils
Building a table from given statistics.
Making a map showing the chief rivers and
to
lakes and tne nearby cities.

Answering a series of questions based on
information derived from the preceding
exercises
.
Writing an essay on a suggested or releted
topic
.
Introductory Remarks to the Pupils
There are forty-eight states in our Union, each different from
all the others in area, terrain, population, natural resources, and
industries. Each contributes to the nation as a whole those things
wnich it is best sble to produce. Each state ol&ys an important pert
in the welfare of the nation. V.e should not make the misttke of
thinking that our own state is the most important of the forty-eight.
Neither should we underestimate the part it plays in the affairs of
the whole nation. But because Massachusetts is our home, because
many of us will find our work here, because many of us may spend most
of our lives here, it is well for us to become better acquainted with
our state.
Many of the tnings we are going to study will probably be
familiar to you. Other tnings you may have heard ^bout, but will be
glad to learn about in more detail. Still other facts which we will
mention may surprise you. -For example, did you know thet our ste te
capital is the largest capital city in the country? Did you know that
the first college in our country was founded in Massachusetts? Did
you know that the city of Boston alone has nearly as lurge a population
as all of New Hamoshire and Vermont combined?

There are many other interesting- fects like tnese which
we will discover about our own state. This information will
help us to know our own state more intimately. It will increase
our respect and appreciation for our state, and it will enable
us to enjoy the satisfaction which comes from knowing some place
wvell and being able to tell others about it. By telling other
people some of tne interesting facts we will learn, we can help
increase their respect for Massachusetts too.
Location, Area, and Population
Massachusetts and. tLe United States.— Eere is a man of the
United States, distribute outline maps of the United States.)
The boundaries of the states are printed here, but the names of
the states are not printed. Can you tell which state is Massachusetts?
Color that state red. In what part of our country is Massachusetts
located—Northeast, Northwest, Central, Southeast, or Southv.est?
To you know what ocean touches our country on the Tast? Eo you know
which ocean touches our country on the Test? Print the names of
these two oceans on the map where they belong. *'hich of these ocetns
is nearest to Massachusetts?
Look at all of the states and decide which one you think is
largest in area. Print the name of that state on the map v/here it
belongs and color that state yellow.
Look at the map end decide which state is the farthest south-
east. Do you know the name of that state? Print its name on the
map where it belongs and color that state levender.
m1
Look at the map again and decide which state is ff rthest
northwest. Print the name of that state or: the map where it
belongs and color that state ^reen.
Look at the map a~ain and decide which state is farthest
northeast. Print the name of that state on the map where it
belongs and color that state orange.
Nov/ consider all the states thet we have so far named and
colored. .Are they larger or smaller in area than Massachusetts?
Some of the states in the Union are smaller than Massachusetts.
Look carefully at the map. How many states do you find which seem
to be smaller in area than Massachusetts? What are the names of
these states? (Connecticut, khode Island, New Jersey, Delaware)
These states are so smell that there isn't room to print their
names within their boundaries. In each of these states which is
smaller than Massachusetts nrint only the first letter of the name
of the state. From this cc.-inarison would you say that Massachusetts
is larger or smaller than nost of the states in the Union?
So far we have been ranking our own judgments and comparisons
by studying the map ourselves. Now let us look tt some tables
which have already been prepared for us by careful statistical
surveys. Here is a table (Distribute mimeogranhed copies of the
table.) which shows four bits of information about each state.
It shows the area and ponulation of each state and it also shows
how each state ranks in area and population when compared with all
of the other st&tes in the Union. Let us study this table for a
few minutes and find out how it works.
1
Table of States
Rank
Area State Area Population
Rank
Pop.
28 Alabama 51 , 609 2,832,961 17
5 Arizona 113,909 499,261 43
26 Arkansas 53,102 1,949,387 24
2 California 158,693 6,907,387 5
7 Colorado 104,247 1,123,296 33
46 Connecticut 5,009 1,709,242 31
47 Delaware 2,057 266,505 46
21 Florida 58,560 1,897,414 27
20 Georgia 58,876 3,123,723 14
12 Idaho 83,557 524,873 42
23 Illinois 56,400 7,397,241 3
37 Indiana 36,291 3,427,796 12
24 Iowa 56,230 2,538,268 20
13 Kansas 82,276 1,801,028 29
36 Kentucky 40,395 2,845,627 16
30 Louisiana 48,525 2,363,880 21
38 Maine 33,215 847,226 35
41 Maryland 10,577 1,821,244 28
44 Massachusetts 8,257 4,315,721 8
22 Michigan 58,216 5,256,106 7
11 Minnesota 84,068 2,792,300 18
31 Mississippi 47,716 2,183,796 23
18 Missouri 69 , 674 3,784,664 10
3 Montana 147,138 559,456 39
14 Nebraska 77,237 1,315,834 32
6 N evada 110 , 540 110,247 48
43 New Hampshire 9,304 491 , 524 44
45 New Jersey 7,836 4,160,165 9
4 New Mexico 121,666 531,818 41
29 New York 49,576 13,479,142 1
27 North Carolina 52,712 3,571,623 11
16 North Dakota 70,665 641,935 38
34 Ohio 41,222 6,907,612 4
17 Oklahoma 69,919 2,336,434 22
9 Oregon 96,981 1,089,684 34
32 Pennsylvania 45 , 333 9,900,180 2
48 Rhode Island 1,214 713,346 36
39 South Carolina 31,055 1,899,804 26
15 South Dakota 77,047 642,961 37
33 Tennessee 42,246 2,915,841 15
1 Texas 267,339 6,414,824 6
10 Utah 84,916 550 , 310 40
42 Vermont 9,609 359,231 45
55 Virginia 40,815 2,677,663 19
19 Washington 68,192 1,736,191 30
40 West Virginia 24,181 1,901,974 25
25 Wisconsin 56,154 3,137,587 13
8 Wyoming 97,914 250,742 47
United States 3,022,387 131,669,275
<i
In the first nlace, - Te must recognize thst these figures
may not he absolutely accurate. "*ou may look in some other atles
or geography book and find that the figures differ slightly. For
1/
example, tne table on page 670 in the bactc of your geogranhy book
gives the area of Massachusetts as 8,300 square miles. A table on
page 93 of the Literary Digest ^tles of the world gives the area
of Massachusetts as 8,266 square miles. The table on pc ;e 3 of the
Rand McNally Pooular VTorld Atlas -2/ gives it as 8,257. You can see
that these differences ere not large. It simply means that because
it is an extremely difficult task: to measure such large areas
bccurately, there ere slight differences ir figures tabulated at
different times. However, these figures are so nearly accurate that
they provide an adequate basie for study and comparisons. For the
sake of uniformity we will ell use the same set of figures while we
are doing our class work. This will eliminate confusion which might
arise if >ve used different sets of figures, even though one set is as
good us another.
Let us now examine the table. The first column at the extreme
left is headed Rank in Area. Notice that the first state listed,
l/ Leon- re 0. Packard, Charles P. Sinnott, and Kruce Overton, The
Nations Today. Macmillan Company. Mew York, 1939, p. 670.
2/' iunk and wagnails Company, Literary Digest Atles of the Vorlo.
Punk and ?Tagnalls Company. Nev; York, 1930, p. 93.
5/ Rand MeHally and Company, Ktnd McMally Po"':l: r orld xtlas.
Rand McNally and Comnany. Mew folic
,
19^?, p. 3.
Ii
Alabama, ranks 28 in area. This means that 27 other states are
larger in area than Alabama is. How many states are smaller in
area than Alabama? (20) What state ranks sixth in area? (Nevada)
What state is the smallest of all? (Rhode Island) V*hat state is
next to the smallest? (Delaware) What state is the largest? (Texas)
The second column obviously lists the 48 states in alphabetic
order. The third column lists the area of each state in square
miles as given in the Kand McNally Popular World Atlas ( 1942)
.
&
Vhat is the area of the largest state in the Union? What is the
area of Kentucky? Which state is larger in area, Michigan or
Georgia? What state ranks between Michigan and Georgia in area?
The fourth column lists the population of each state according
to the 1940 census figures. Do you know how often a United States
census is taken? What is the population of Indiana? Of Missouri?
The fifth column is somewhat line the first column. Here again
the states are rantted—this time according to population. Notice
that Alabama ranks 17 in population. This means that sixteen strtes
have a greater population than Alabama has. How many states have
a smaller population?
Notice that the states do not rank the same in area as they do
in population. Nevada, for example, ranks sixth in area and forty-
eighth in population. This means that only five states have more
land than Nevada, but that each of the other states has a larger
population. How do you account for this? On the other hand,
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f ' Pennsylvania ranks thirty-second in area and second in population.
How do you account for this?
Here is another table showing the ten largest cities in tbe
United States in order of their population. The figures are taken
from Hammond's Self-Revising V?orld Atlas and G-azateerr^ (Distribute
mimeographed tables.)
Ten Largest Cities of the United States
City Population
1. New York, New York 7,454,995
2. Chicago, Illinois 3,396,808
3. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1,931,334
4. Detroit, Michigan 1,623,452
5. Los Angeles, California 1,504,277
6. Cleveland, Ohio 878,336
7. Baltimore, Maryland 859,100
8. St. Louis, Missouri 816,048
9. Boston, Massachusetts 770,816
10. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 671,659
Let us use these tables to establish some facts about Massachusetts.
You can answer these questions by referring to the tables we have just
studied. (Distribute mimeographed copies of the following questions.)
Questions on Massachusetts and the United Strtes.— These questions
are designed to draw comparisons between Massachusetts and the rest of
the states of the Union.
1. What is the area of Massachusetts?
2. How does Massachusetts rank in area with the other states?
3. How many states are larger in area than Massachusetts? '
1/ C. S. Hammond and Company, Hammond f s Self-Revising World Atlas and
Gazateer . C. S. Hammond and Company. New York, 1942, p. 1-49.
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4. How many states are smaller in area than Massachusetts?
5. Name the states which are smaller in area than Massachusetts.
6. What is the population of Massachusetts?
7. How does Massachusetts rank in population when compared with the
other states of the Union?
_ ____________________________________
8. How many states are larger in population than Massachusetts?
9. How many states are smaller in population than Massachusetts?
10. Are all of the states which are larger than Massachusetts in
population also larger than Massachusetts in area?
11. Are all of the states which are smaller than Massachusetts in
area also smaller than Massachusetts in population?
_______________
12. What state is nearest to Massachusetts both in area and
population?
13. How can you account for the fact that though Massachusetts ranks
so low in area it is so high in population?
14. what is the largest city in Massachusetts?
15. What is the population of that city?
16. How does that city rank in population in comparison with other
cities of the United States?
______________________________________
17. Are any of the cities which are larger than that city state
capitals?
18. Then what city is the largest capital city in the country?
19. What is the population of Rhode Island?
20. How does the largest city in Massachusetts compare in population
with the whole state of Rhode Island?
21. What is the population of New Hampshire? '
(
22. What is the population of Vermont?
23. What is the population of New Hampshire and Vermont combined?
24. How does the total population of New Hampshire and Vermont
combined compare with the population of the largest city of
Massachusetts?
25. How does Massachusetts compare in area and population with the
largest state in the Union?
Summary of the assignment for this section.— The assignment
for this section consists of the following exercises:
1. On a map of the United States fill in the specific bits of
information emphasized in the class discussion. Detailed
instructions for this will be given in class.
?. Learn how to read the tables presented in class. This will be
accomplished by class discussion and practice.
3. Answer questions 1-25 by referring to the tables for the
necessary information.
Massachusetts end her neighbors .— We have spent some time
comparing Massachusetts with the other states of the Union as a
whole. yie did this in order that we might understand more clearly
where Massachusetts is located and how she ranks in area and population
when compared with the rest of the states. Now we will spend some time
comparing Massachusetts with her neighbors—that is, those states
which are nearest to her borders.
Massachusetts belongs to that group of six northeastern states
which are known as the New England States. On the west, however,
Massachusetts is bounded by a state which does not belong to the New
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England group. What is that state?
Throughout the rest of our study we are going to consider
Massachusetts as one of the New England States, and we will build
our comparisons on that basis. However, even though we confine our
study mainly to Massachusetts and New England, we should not forget
that Massachusetts has other neighbors outside of New England with
whom she carries on a great deal of trade and other relations.
Here is a map of Massachusetts and her neighbors. (Distribute
mimeographed maps of New England.) Let us see what we can learn and
what comparisons we can make by filling in this map.
Do you know the names of the six New England States? Fill in
the names of these states on the map where the; - belong. What state
touches Massachusetts on the West? Print the name of that state on
the map where it belongs. What country lies just northeast of New
England? Print the name of that country on the map where it belongs.
Did you know that that country is divided into provinces just as our
country is divided into states? find out what province lies just
north of New England and write its name on the map where it belongs.
What province lies just to the east of one of the New England states?
Write the name of that province on the map where it belongs. What
body of water touches the southwestern part of New England? Write its
name on the map where it belongs. Let us locate other bays and sounds
which touch New England. Print the following places on the map where
they belong: Narragansett Bay, Buzzard* s Bay, Vineyard Sound,
Nantucket Sound, Martha's Vineyard, Nantucket, Cape Cod Bay,
Massachusetts Bay, Penobscot Bay, Mt. Desert Island (which is,
incidentally, the highest point of land on the eastern coast of the
United States)
.

Keep this map neat and ready for future use. As we study
various physical features of New England, we will come back to this
map and fill in various places upon it.
Now we are going to begin to construct a table which we will
use throughout this part of our study. This table will provide a
set of figures which we can use to compare Massachusetts with the
rest of the New England States. It will consist of seven columns
headed State, Area, Population, Capital, Largest City, Highest
Elevation, Chief Rivers and Lakes. As we consider these various
topics in our study of Massachusetts, we will come back and fill in
this table and thereby compare Massachusetts with her neighbors.
The table will be set up in the following form:
Massachusetts and Her Neighbors
State Area Population Capital Largest Highest Rivers,
City Elevation Lakes
Let us begin now by constructing the table and filling in the
first three columns. We can find all of the necessary information
for these first three columns in the table of area and population
which we have already used in our earlier study.
For the sake of uniformity, let us all put the New England
States in the table in the same order: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,

Massachusetts, Khode Island, Connecticut. Now go ahead and fill
in column two, Area, and column three, Population, for each state.
Now let us use our map of New England and the table we have
just started to answer the following questions and thus build up
some comparisons between Massachusetts and her neighbors. (Distribute
mimeographed copies of these questions.)
Questions on Massachusetts and her neighbors .— These questions
are designed to give you some idea of how Massachusetts stands in
relation to the other states of New England.
1. Arrange the New England States in order of their area, the
largest one first.
2. Arrange the New England states in order of population, the
largest one first.
3. Which state is the largest in area?
4. flow does this largest state compare in area with Massachusetts?
5. How does the largest state in New England compare in area with
all the other New England States combined?
6. How does Massachusetts rank in area compared with the other New
England States?
'
7. flow does it rank in population?
i
8. How does the population of Massachusetts compare with the total
population of the other New England States combined?
9. How do you account for the fact that Massachusetts, though it is
comparatively small in area, is so large in population?

10. Which of the New England States has the most people per
square mile?
11. How many people per square mile are there in Massachusetts?
12. Which New England state has the fewest people per square
mile?
13. By what states and bodies of water is Massachusetts bounded?
14. Which of tne New England states does not touch Massachusetts?
15. Which state touching Massachusetts is not one of the New
England States?
Summary of the assignment for this section .— The assignment
for this part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. On a map of the New England States, fill in the places men-
tioned in the class discussion. Detailed instructions will
be given in class.
2. Construct a table to be used as a basis for comparisons be-
tween the different New England States.
3. Answer questions 1-15 by referring to the map and table for
the necessary information.
Massachusetts herself .— We have compared Massachusetts, first
with the United States as a whole, and then with the other New Eng-
land States. Now let us consider Massachusetts by herself for a
while.

First let us draw a map of our state. _If you do each of the
following steps carefully, you will be able to draw a map which is
reasonably accurate in shape and proportion.
First, draw a margin on the page so that the space for the map
will be lO^" long and 7-§* wide. This will be a convenient size for
the map.
Next we will fill in the necessary parallels ar-d meridians very
lightly. (Here it may be necessary to interpolate a review of
parallels and meridians as a means of measuring distance and deter-
mining location by the use of latitude and longitude.) These will
be useful in drawing our map and may be removed after the outline
is completed, if you wish.
Near what parallel of latitude does the northernmost point of
Massachusetts lie? ( 42°45* ) Near what parallel of latitude does
the southernmost point of Massachusetts lie? (Just above 41°, about
41^15*
,
Nantucket.) Our map is large enough so that we can represent
minutes as well as degrees of latitude. About §" from the bottom
o
margin let us draw the parallel representing 41 15* . You see that
this parallel passes through Nantucket Island. Remember that since
these are construction lines, we cpn draw them very lightly. Now at
intervals of 1 l/l6w let us draw the rest of the parallels and label
them. All together we will have seven lines labeled as follows:
41°15 t
,
41°30»
,
41°45*
,
42°, 42°15»
, 42O30 t
,
42°45'
.
Now let us draw the meridians of longitude. Beginning just
inside the left margin draw the meridian which represents what degree?
(70°30' West) Through which meridian of longitude does the extreme

eastern part of Massachusetts pass? (Close to 70 Test) Let us draw
the 70th meridian about l/l6n from the right-hand border of our map.
Now at intervals of fill in and label the rest of the meridians.
The meridians will be labeled from right to left as follows: 70°,
70°15», 70°30»
,
70°45», 71°, 71°15» , 71°30 t , 71°45» , 72°, 72
015 ,
,
72°30 f
,
72°45'
,
73°, 73°15 f
,
73°30'
. Now that we have the construc-
tion lines all drawn, we can begin to draw the outline of Massachusetts.
Let us be^in at the northwest corner and work toward the east.
Where is the northwest corner of Massachusetts located with regard to
parallels and meridians? Locate that point with a dot. Where is the
southwesternmost point located? Locate that point with a dot. Notice
that the western boundary of Massachusetts is a straight line. Then
connect the two dots already located with a dotted and broken line like
this (-.-.-.-.) to represent the state boundary.
Now let us draw the northern boundery. Notice that for some
distance the northern boundary is a straight line hut is not
parallel with the 42°45' parallel of latitude. The boundary slants
somewhat to the south until it reaches what point? (Just west of
0 .
71 15*.) Locate this point with a dot. Now connect the northwest
corner and this dot just west of 71°15* with the same kind of line
we used before. (-.-.-.-.) From this point on, the northern
boundary is irregular. Notice that it seems to follow in general
the course of the Merrimac River, but it lies somewhat north of the
river. The northeasternmost point of Massachusetts lies somewhat
o o
north of 42 45 f and west of 70 45'
. Plot this point cn your map.
Now following the map as it appears in your atlas, draw the rest of
*c
the northern boundary of Massachusetts.
Now to plot the eastern coast, let us mark where each point
of land crosses a parallel or meridian. We will fill in one block
at a time. Let us start with the block north of 42°45* and west
of 70°45* . Notice that the coastline here lies about f " '"est of
70°45'
. Draw in that part of the coastline, noting the indentation
at the mouth of the Merrimac River where Newburyport is located.
Using the parallels and meridians as guide lines, draw the rest of
the outline of Massachusetts.
Put the following data in the space below the southern
boundary of Massachusetts:
Massachusetts
Population—4 , 316 , 721
Area—8257 square miles
Greatest length (North and South) —110 miles
Greatest width (East and V/est)—190 miles
Highest elevation—5505 feet
Annual rainfall—43.4 inches
On the map locate the following nlaces: Connecticut River,
Merrimac River, Mt. Greylock, Massachusetts Bay, Cape Cod Canal,
Cape Cod Bay, Buzzard's Bay, Martha's Vineyard, Nantucket, Vineyard
Sound, Nantucket Sound, Provincetown.
From the list of cities found in Hammond' s Self-Revising V.'orld
Atlas and Gazateer » we will make a table showing the ten largest
1/ C . S . Hammond and Company, Hammond* s Self-Revising World Atlas
end Gazateer . C. S. Hammond and Company. New York, 1942, p. 1.
<
cities in Massachusetts. Our table will look like this.
Ten Largest Cities of Massachusetts
City Population
1.
8.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Boston
Worcester
Springfield
Fall River
Cambridge
New Bedford
Soinerville
Lowell
Lynn
Lawrence
770,816
193,694
149,554
115,428
110,879
110,341
102,177
101,389
98,123
84,323
Locate these cities on the nap. ^ark the capital city with
a star (*) and the other cities with dots (.). Notice that most
of these lnrge cities are either on Hie sescoast or on some river.
Can you offer some explanation for this?
Now let us compare the cities of Massachusetts with the
largest cities of the other New England States. Using the same
atlas, we can make a table showing the largest city in each of the
New England States. The table will look like this.
New England* s Largest Cities
State City Population
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
Manchester
Burlington
Boston
Portland
Providence
Hartford
73,643
77,685
27,686
770,816
253,504
166,267

Notice how small the cities of ^aine, New Hampshire, and Vermont
are when compared with the cities of Massachusetts. There are at
least ten cities in Massachusetts much larger than Portland, the
largest city of Maine.
What are the capitals of the New England States?
Turn back to the table which we started to construct containing
information about the New England States. We can now fill in the
next two columns headed Capital and Largest City.
Now turn to the map of New England and locate the capitals and
largest cities of the New England States and print their names on the
map where they belong. Indicate the capitals with a star (*) and the
cities with a dot (.).
You know the difference in meaning between the terms city and
state , but do you know what we mean by the word county. Let us
look that word up in the dictionary. How is it defined? Just as
it would be far too difficult for the Federal Government in Washing-
ton to make and enforce all of the laws for eech individual state,
so it would be herd for the state government to make and enforce all
the laws for every town within the state. In order to make the tasks
of legislation, law enforcement, snd reviewing of court cases easier,
the state is divided up into several smaller districts called counties.
In each county there is a town or city known as the county seat. This
town or city is the site of the county government and court.
Do you know how many counties there are in Massachusetts? Do you
know what the names of the counties are? Which county do you live in?
Let us see how many of the counties you can think of. We will list
«
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them on the board. (Let the pupils name as many counties as they
can and have them tell where they think the counties are located.
Write the list on the board.)
0
Now let us make a list of the counties arranged in alphabetic
order. Next to the name of each county let us write the name of the
town or city which is the county seat. How can you tell from your
map v/hich cities are county seats? Our list will look like this.
Counties of Massachusetts
County County Seat
Barnstable Barnstable
Berkshire Pittsfield
Bristol Fall River
Dukes Edgartown
Essex Salem
Franklin Greenfield
Hampden Springfield
Hampshire Northampton
Middlesex Cambridge
Nantucket Nantucket
El orfoik Dedham
Plymouth Plymouth
Suffolk Boston
Worcester Worcester
Here is a map of Massachusetts with the county boundaries drawn.
(Distribute mimeographed maps of Massachusetts.) Using your atlas
for reference if necessary, fill in the names of the counties where
they belong. Also within each county locate the county seat by
nrinting the name of the town or city on the map where it belongs.
Answer the following questions by referring to the maps and
tables we have just constructed snd by studying the map of Massachusetts

in your atlas. (Distribute mimeograrjhed question sheets.)
Questions on Massachusetts herself .— These questions cover
the material thet we have been discussing in this section of our
study of Massachusetts.
1. Between what degrees of latitude does Massachusetts lie?
2. Between what degrees of longitude does Massachusetts lie?
3. The irregular part of the northern boundary follows the course
of what river?
4. What are the three chief bays along the Massachusetts coast?
5. What two large islands belong to the stete?
6. What sound is between Nantucket and the mainland?
7. What sound is between the Elizabeth Islands and Martha's Vineyard?
8. What channel is between Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket?
9. Name four large cities on the Merrimac River.
10. Name three large cities on the coast north of Boston.
11. Name one city on the southern coast.
12. Name a large city about halfway between Boston and the Connecticut
River.
13. Name two cities on the Taunton River.
14. Name two capes on the coast of Massachusetts.
15. Name three cities on the Connecticut River.
16. What river flows through the northeastern part of the state?
17. Whet river flows through the central part of the state?
4
18. What river flows through the southeastern part of the state?
19. What mountains are in the western part of the state?
20. What are the three largest cities in the state?
Summery of the assignment for this section.— The assignment
for this part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Draw a map of Massachusetts, following the instructions given
in detail in class.
2. Build a table showing the population figures for the ten largest
cities in Massachusetts. Locate these cities on the cap.
2. By referring to the atlas, build a table showing the largest
city in each New England state and on the map of New England
which re used in a previous assignment locate the largest city
in each of these states.
4. Fill In the names of the capitals and largest cities of the New
England states on the table which we constructed in the previous
assignment.
5. Build a table showing the counties and county seats in Massachusett
6. On a map of Massachusetts locate the counties and county seats.
7. Answer questions 1-20 by reference to the tables and maps we have
made so far.
The Mountains of Massachusetts
How our mountains compare with those of the rest of New England.—
We have studied uuassachusetts with relation to its area, population,
and chief cities. We have compared Massachusetts in these respects
with the rest of the states of the Union and with the other New England

States. Now we ere going to find out something about the mountains
of Massachusetts and about how they compare with the mountains in
the other New England States.
On the map of Massachusetts which we have already drawn, we
indicated the highest point in the state. Do you remember the name
of the mountain and its height? Let us see how this compares with
the highest mountains in the other New England States.
Here is a table which will give us the information we need.
(Distribute copies of this table.)
Mountains of New England
State Highest Mountain Altitude
Maine Mt. Katahdln 5,267 ft.
New Hampshire Ht. Washington 6,288 ft.
Vermont Mt. Mansfield 4,406 ft.
Massachusetts Mt. Greylock 3,505 ft.
Rhode Island Durfee Hill 305 ft.
Connecticut Bear Mountain 2,355 ft.
Let us look back at the table we have started to build about
the New England Stttes. We can now fill in the next column headed
Highest Elevation.
Now turn to the map of New England which we are constructing.
Locate these mountains and print their names on the map where they
belong. It is interesting to note that Mt. Washington is not only
the highest mountain of New England but is also the highest peak
east of the Rockies. When we compare the mountains of New England
with the peaks of the Rockies, several of which are over 14,000 feet

high, we realize that by comparison our own mountains here in the
East are not really high at all.
Now that we have considered briefly the highest mountains in
each of the New England States, let us find out more about the
mountains of our own state. Most of you people have access to a
road map. A road map will be very helpful to you now, because it
contains more detail than most of the maps of Massachusetts which
we can find in an atlas.
Here i3 a map of Massachusetts. (Distribute niimeogranhed maps
of the state.) By referring to the road map, locate the following
mountains and mountain ranges. Print their names on the map where
they belong. The places to be located are: Taconic Mountains,
Berkshire Hills, Hoosac Mountains, Hoosac i'unnel, Mt. Greylock,
Mt. Tom, Mt. Sugarloaf , Mt. Toby, Mt. Wachusett, Blue Hills.
Questions about the mountains of New England .— Using the
information we have just compiled, answer the following questions
about the mountains of New England. (Distribute mimeographed question
sheets.
)
1. What is the highest mountain in New England?
2. In what state is it located?
3. To what mountain range does it belong?
4. What is the chief mountain range of Vermont?
5. What two mountain ranges are located in Western Massachusetts?
6. Name the chief mountains of central Massachusetts.
7. What is the highest mountain in Maine?
8. What is the highest mountain in Vermont?
f* -
9. What is the highest mountain in Connecticut?
10. What is the highest mountain in Massachusetts?
11. What is the highest point of land in Rhode Island?
12. How does the highest point in Massachusetts compare with the
highest point in New England?
13. Do we usually find the highest mountains near the coast or
inland?
14. Where is there a long railroad tunnel beneath a mountain in
Massachusetts?
Supplementary reports .— By way of supplementing the material
already prepared, we will include in this section committee or
individual reports on topics related to the mountains. If you have
visited any of the mountains of Massachusetts, if you have climbed
any of them, an essay telling of your experience would be very
interesting. First hand experiences written up are usually more
interesting both to you and to the rest of the class than are reports
which consist of a mere rewording or editing of an encyclopedia*
s
treatment of the subject.
Here is a list of subjects which may serve as suggestions for
your essay. You may select one of these topics if you wish. This
list, however, is by no means all inclusive. There may be scores of
other topics equally acceptable. If there is any other topic
related to the mountains on which you would prefer to write, simply
tell your teacher what topic you would like to use. If it is at all
pertinent to our study, it will be approved. Perhaps the teacher
will give you suggestions as to how to modify the topic so that it will
*
prove of greater value in our study. Simply have your topic approved
before you go ahead with your writing. Here is the suggested list;
1. Scenes on the taohswk Trail
2. Building the Hoosac Tunnel
3. Mt. (Substitute the name of any mountain we heve located
on our map. If you select a mountain we did not
locate on our map, secure the teacher's approval
before you prepare your report.)
4. Tramping tbe Range (Substitue the name of any mountain
range in Massachusetts.)
5. The View From the Top of Mt. (Substitute the name of
any mountain located on
our uap.)
6. The Berkshires
7. Skiing on Mt. Greylock
8. Fthan Brand
Summary of the assignment for this part .— The assignment for
this part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Fill in the column in our New England table entitled Highest
Elevation.
2. On the map of New England which we are constructing, locate the
highest mountain in each of the hew England States.
3. On a map of Massachusetts, locate the names of the chief mountains
and mountain ranges as directed in the class assignment.
4. Using the information obrained from the foregoing exercises and
tables, answer a set of questions on the mountains of Massachusetts

5. Prepare a report on any one of a- list of suggested or related
topics concerning the mountains of Massachusetts. This work
will be done by committees or by individual pupils.
The waterways of New England .— There are many large lakes and
swift rivers in New England, particularly in the northern states of
Maine, New Hampshire^ and Vermont . Thousands of tourists come
annually to resorts on these New England lakes where they can enjoy
boating, fishing, and swimming. The rivers provide abundant water
power for New England industry, and they also serve to transport
logs from the forests to the lumber mills near the coast. At cer-
tain seasons the Kennebec River of Maine is full of logs floating
downstream to the mills. We will consider the values of the lakes
and rivers to industry in a later section. Right now we are mainly
interested in their location.
By using a map of New England for reference, let us build a
table showing the chief rivers and lakes of the New England. The
table will look like this.
The Rivers and Lakes of Massachusetts
The Rivers and -Lakes of New England
State Lake River
Maine Moosehead Lake Penobscot
Kennebec
New Hampshire Lake Winnepesaukee
Androscoggin
Connecticut
Merrimac
Vermont Lake Champlain Connecticut
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Table, (concluded)
State Lake River
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
Quabbin Reservoir
Many small ponds
Wordens Pond
Watchaug pond
Many ponds—no lakes
Connecticut
Merrimac
Blackstone
Connecticut
Turn to the table we were constructing in previous assignments.
We can now fill in the column headed Revere, .Lakes. Next, turn to
our map of New England and locate these lakes and rivers. Print their
names on the map where they belong.
It is interesting to note that there are more than 1500 lakes
in Maine. Moosehead Lake, the largest lake in New England, is 35 miles
long and from 3 to 12 miles wide, vhile Lake Mnnepesaukee in New Hamp-
shire is 19 miles long and about 8 miles wide and contains over 250
islands.^ You can find a great many pictures and a good deal of
information about the lakes of New England from travel folders which
advertise them well.
Many of the lakes and rivers have Indian names. By way of
illustrating this fact George B. Wallis has written a very interesting
poem which is a sort of catalog of the names of the rivers and lakes
of Maine. Listen to the poem. Do you recognize any of the names
contained in it? If you have ever visited Maine, quite likely some
of those lakes are familiar to you.
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The Lovely Rivers and Lakes of ^ain
0 , the lovely rivers and lakes of kaine!
I am charmed with their names, as my song will explain;
Aboriginal muses inspire my strain,
While 1 sing the bright rivers and lakes of iwaine
—
From Cupsuptic to Cheputmatticook,
From Sagadahock to pohenegamook
—
* gamook , * gamoolc,
Pohenegamook, %
From Sagadahock to pohenegamook.
For light serenading the "Blue Moselle,"
"Bonnie Loon" and "Sweet Avon" may do very well;
But the rivers of Maine, in their wild solitudes,
Bring a thunderous sound from the depth of the woods:
The Aroostook and Chinmenticook,
The Chimpanaoc and Chinquassagamtook
—
'Bamtook, 'bamtook,
Chinquassabamtook
,
The Chimpassoc and Chinquassabamtook,
Behold how they sparkle and flash in the sun!
The Mattewamkeag and the Mussungun;
The kingly Penobscot, the wild Woolastook,
Kennebec, Kennebago and Sebasticook;
The pretty Presumpscut and gay Tulanbic;
The Ess* quilsagook and little schoodic
—
Schoodic, Schoodic;
The little Schoodic;
The Ess* quilsagook and little Schoodic.
Yes, yes, 1 prefer the bright rivers of ^aine
To the Rhine or the Rhone or the Saone or the Seine;
These may do for the Cockney, but give me some nook
On the Ammonoosuc or the '^ytopadiook.
On the Umsaskis or the Ripogenis,
The Ripogenis, or the Piscataquis
—
'aquis, 'aquis,
The Piscataquis.
"Away down South," the Cherokee
Has named his river the Tennessee,
The Chattahoochee and the Ocmulgee,
The Congaree and the Ohoopee;
But what are they, or the irenchy Detroit,
To the Passadumkeag or the toassatocuoit
—
•toquoit, 'toquoit,
The Wassetoquoit
To the Passadumkeag or the Wassatoquoit
1/ George B. Wallis. "The Lovely Mvers and Lakes of Maine", The
Best Loved Poems of the American People , Hazel Felleman. Garden
City Publishing Company, Garden City, Mew York, 1936, p. 64?.

Then turn to the beautiful lakes of Maine
(To the Sage of Auburn be given the strain,
The statesman whose genius and bright fancy makes
The earth* s highest glories to shine in its lakes);
What lakes out of Maine can we place in the book
With the Matagomon and the Pangokomook
' omook, f omook,
The Pangokomook.
Tith the Matagomon and the Pangokomook?
Lake Leman, or Como, what care I for them,
When Maine has the Moosehead and Pangokwahera,
And, sweet as the dews in the violet's kiss,
Wallahgosquequamook and Telesimis;
And when I can share in the fisherman's bunk
On the Moosetuckmaguntic or Mol' tunkamunk
—
* amunk , 1 amunk
,
Or Mol* tunkamunk,
On the Moosetuckmaguntic or Mol* tunkamunk?
And Maine has the Eagle Lakes, Cheppawagan,
And the little Sepic and the little Scapan,
The spreading Sebego, the Congomogomoc
,
The Milliemet and Motesoinloc,
Caribout and the fair Anmonjenegamook,
Oquassac and rare Wetokenebacook,
' acook, 'acook,
Wetokenebacook,
Oquassac and rare wetokenebacook.
And there are the Pokeshine an^ Patquongonis;
And there is the pretty Coscomgonnosis,
Romantic Umbagog and Pemadumook,
The Pemadumook and the old Chesuncook,
Sepois and Moosteuck; and take care not to miss
The Umbazookskus or the Sysladobsis
'dobsis, 'dobsis,
The Sysladobsis.
The Umbazookskus or the Sysladobsis.
0, give me the rivers and lakes of Maine,
In her mountains or forests or fields of grain,
In the depth of the shade or the blaze of the sun,
The lakes of Schoodic and the Basconegun,
And the dear Waubasoos and the clear Aquessuc,
The Cosbosecontic and Millenkikuk
—
•kikuk, 'kikuk,
The Millenkikuk,
The Cosbosecontic and Millenkikuk!
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By way of summary, let us make a table showing the chief
waterways of New England. »Ve will build this table through class
discussion and blackboard illustration. It will look like this.
New England Waterways
Chief Rivers Chief Harbors Chief Lakes Chief Bays
Kennebec
Penobscot
Androscoggin
Connecticut
Merrimec
Boston
Portland
Portsmouth
inoosehead
Rangeleys
Belgrades
Chanplain
Winnepesaukee
Massachusetts Bay
Cape Cod Bay
Buzzard' s Bay
Casco Bay
Narragensett Eay
Here is a map of Massachusetts. (Distribute mimeogra r.hed maps
of Massachusetts. ) Locate the following places on the map. Print
their names where they belong. The places to locate are: Connecticut
River, Soringfield, Holyoke, Greenfield, Turners Falls, Merrimac River,
Lowell, Lawrence, Haverhill, Newburyport , Hoosac River, Adams, North
Adams,. House tonic River, Great Barrington, Westfield River, Festfield,
ware River, Ware, Taunton River, Taunton, Fall River, Cape Cod Canal,
Quabbin Reservoir, Wachusett Reservoir, Webster Lake (Chauggoggagogman-
chauggagogchabunagungamaug)
,
Watuppa Pond, Assawampset Pond, Great
Quittacas Pond, Long Pond, Otis Reservoir, Cobble Mountain Reservoir,
Pontoosuc Lake, Lake Onota.
Notice that many of the cities which are located along the river
banks are important manufacturing centers. This is because the falls
provide cheep power for operating machinery.
«
Questions on rivers and lakes.— Here is a set of questions
about the rivers and lakes of New England. Answer these questions
by reference to the information, maps, and tables we have been dis-
cussing in class. (Distribute mimeographed copies of the questions.)
1. what river forms the boundary between New Hampshire and Vermont?
2. Through what states does the i&errimac Kiver flow?
2. Name four Massachusetts cities on the Merrimac.
4. What river flows through the southwestern part of Massachusetts?
5. On what rivers ere the following cities located?
Fall itiver Haverhill
Great Barrington Turners Falls
Lawrence Lowell
Adams North Adams
Springfield Newburyport
6. Which is the largest lake completely within New England?
7. What large river flows souttnvard from this lake to the sea?
8. What is the chief harbor of New Hampshire?
9. What are the two chief beys of Maine?
10. What lake forms part of the boundary between Vermont end New
York?
Supplementary reports .— To complete this unit on the lakes and
rivers of New Lngland we will have committee reports as we did for
the section on the mountains. This time we will use topics relating
to the lakes and rivers. As before, you are not obliged to choose

from the suggested list. If you make seme other choice, simply
have it approved before you prepare your report. Here are some
suggested topics:
Water Power in New England or Massachusetts
Cargoes Brought To or From Our Harbors (Any New England harbor)
Water Sports in New England or Massachusetts
Fishing in New England's Lakes and Streams
Our River Goes on a Rampage (Any river of New England)
We Harness Our Rivers—Flood Control
The Huge Man-Made -Lake—Quabbin Reservoir
Building a Dam on the River (Any New England river)
Canoeing Along (Any New England river or stream)
Csoe Cod Canal
Boating on Our Lakes or Along the Sea Coast
How the River Has Helped (Any river and city)
Islands Off 0 Ur Coast
Lighthouses and Their Keepers
Ships in Our Harbors
Summary of the assignment for this pert .— The assignment for
this part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Fill in the column of our table on New England entitled Rivers, Lakes
2. On our map of New England, locate the lakes and rivers mentioned in
the table presented above.
3. Build a table showing the chief waterways of New England. This
will be done by the pupils in the course of the class discussion.
4. On a map of Massachusetts locate the names of the chief rivers and
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the cities near them as directed during the class discussion.
5. By referring to the information, tables, and maps already-
studied, answer a set of questions on the rivers and lakes of
New England.
5. Prepare a report on a suggested or related topic concerning
the rivers and lakes of New England. This work will be done
by committees or by individual pupils.
Suggested Activities
These activities ere to be carried on by the class as a whole,
by committees, or by individual pupils.
1. .Report on any one or more of the following topics: The White
Mountains, Dixville Notch, Frsnconia Notch, The Great Stone Face,
The Presidential Range, Mt. Washington, Crawford Notch, The Green
Mountains, Fort Ethan Allen, Mt. Mansfield, Mt. Katahdin,
Mt. Cadillac.
2. Bring to class travel folders concerning the places we have
studied so far. These can be displayed on the bulletin board
and on the display table.
3. Report on the building of Quabbin Reservoir.
4
. Explain, using pictures or diagrams, how lift locks in a
canal work.
5. Bring in a short story or poem concerning any of the subjects
we have studied so far in connection with Massachusetts or New
England.
6. make a map showing the topography—that is, the variations in
ym* altitude in Massachusetts.
«
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7. Write to the Chamber of Commerce asking for pertinent free
material which they have for distribution. A committee will
do this.
8. Make a report on any of the readings in the selected bibliography.
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11. To teach the pupil about the fish and game laws in Massa-
chusetts.
IP. To acquaint the pupil with the nature of the soil of Massa-
chusetts.
13. To point out the effect of the glacier on Massachusetts terrain.
14. To show how the nature of the soil affects farming and other
occupations in Massachusetts.
15. To acquaint the pupil with some of the services offered bj the
State College and the extension service.
16. To clarify the difference between the terms climate and weather .
17. To show how Massachusetts climate and weather affects various
phases of the lives of its people—their occupations, dwellings,
and recreation.
18. To teach the pupil how to read thermometers and barometers and
to interpret* weather maps.
19. To show hov; the natural resources affect our agricultural
development
.
P.O. To point out what kinds of farming are carried on in Massachusetts
and in which region each type exists.
PI. To point out what the chief crops of Massachusetts are and in what
particular regions each crop is raised.
PP. To show how the natural resources of Massachusetts have influenced
the development of manufacturing.
23. To acquaint the pupil *ith the variety of products manufactured
in large quantities in Massachusetts.
24. To teach the pupil which towns in Massachusetts are noted for the

CHAPTER III
NATURAL RESOURCES AMD THEIR ALLIED INDUSTRIES
Aims and Description of This Unit
The aims of this unit,—The aims of this unit are:
1« To teach the pupil what the chief natural resources of Massa-
chusetts are.
2. To show the pupil how the natural resources affect the lives of
the inhabitants of Massachusetts in regard to their occupation,
housing, recreation.
3« To help the pupil discover how the natural resources of South-
bridge do in a great measure determine the occupations, housing
facilities, and recreation of the people living here.
4. To acquaint the pupil with the various kinds of trees which
grow in Massachusetts.
5. To point out how industry may be related to forest resources.
6. To acquaint the pupil with the government program for forest
conservation.
7. To teach the pupil what mineral resources are to be found in
Massachusetts.
8. To point out that there are many granite quarries in our stete.
9. To teach the pupil what kinds of fish are caught off the Massa-
chusetts coast.
10. To show how the fishing industry influenced the development of
manufacturing in Massachusetts.

manufacture of given products.
25. To shov.- how the tourist industry is related to the natural
resources of Massachusetts.
26. To familiarize the pupil with the significance and location of
some of the major tourist attractions in Massachusetts.
The description of this unit .— This unit is divided into
sections as follows:
The Natural Resources of Massachusetts, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from investigations and reports by-
committees
.
Work to be done by pupils
Make lists of the natural resources of Massachusetts.
Show how the natural resources influence our occupations,
our housing, and our recreation.
Make a list of the natural resources of our town and
show how these resources influence the lives of the
people who live here.
The Forests of Massachusetts, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from certain selected readings.
Information derived from investigations made in
preparation for individual or committee reports.
«
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^
work to be done by pupils
List the chief trees and forest products of Massachusetts.
Show how certain industries are related to the forest
resources of our state.
Investigate the forest conservation program and
report on your findings.
Prepare conmittee or individual reports on suggested
topics relating to the forests of Massachusetts.
The Minerals of Massachusetts, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from the assigned readings.
Information derived from committee and individual
reports.
Work to be done by pupils
Make a chart showing the chief mineral resources
of the New England States.
Read and summarize certain assigned text material.
Investigate and report on certain suggested topics
relating to the minerals of Massachusetts.
The Fishing Industry in Massachusetts, including
Information
Information derived from the introductory remarks by
the teacher and from class discussion.
Information derived from certain selected readings.
Information derived from investigations made in pre-
paring committee or individual reports.
i<
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> Work to be done by pupils
Summarize and report on certain assigned readings.
Answer a mimeographed set of questions concerning the
fishing industry in Massachusetts.
Make committee or individual reports on suggested
topics relating to the fishing industry in Massachusetts.
Soil, Climate, and Agriculture of Massachusetts, including
1. The Soil of Massachusetts
Information
Information derived from general class discussion.
Information derived from certein selected reading
assignments,
work to be done by -pupils
Summarize and report on assigned readings.
Answer a series of questions concerning the soil
of Massachusetts.
2. The Climate of Massachusetts
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from selected readings.
Information derived from investigations made in
preparing committee or individual reports.
Work to be done by pupils
Read certain assigned pages of the text.
Answer a set of questions about the climate of
Massachusetts.
I
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Make committee or individual reports on
suggested topics relating to the climate
of Massachusetts.
3. Agriculture in Massachusetts
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from supplementary material
presented by the teacher.
Information derived from investigations made in pre-
paring committee and individual reports on topics
relating to agriculture.
Work to be done by pupils
Investigate and report on the various kinds of
farming carried on in Massachusetts.
Investigate and report on the chief agricultural
products of the four natural regions of the state.
On a map of Massachusetts indicate the location of
the chief crons raised in various parts of the state.
Make committee or individual reports on suggested
tonics relating to agriculture in Massachusetts.
Manufacturing in Massachusetts, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from investigations made by various
members of the class and reported to the class.
Information derived from certain statistical tables
introduced during the class discussion.
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Work to be done by pupils
Make a list of the chief products manufactured in
Massachusetts and indicating the towns where they
are made.
Make a map of Massachusetts showing the chief industrial
cities and indicating their chief manufactured products.
Make a report on some manufacturing industry carried on
in Massachusetts.
Study the Help-Wanted ads to get some evidence of the
variety of industries carried on in certain localities.
Make coamittee or individual reports on suggested topics
relating to manufacturing in Massachusetts.
The Tourist Industry in Massacnusetts, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from committee and individual reports
about tourist attractions in Massachusetts.
Work to be done by pupils
Make a list of the chief tourist attractions in
Massachusetts.
Make individual or committee reports concerning the
location and significance or historical background of
these various places listed.
Introductory Remarks to the Pupils
Let us think for a little while about the early settlers who came
to Massachusetts in the 1520»s. Suppose that you had been with the

very first group of Pilgrims who tried to make their homes here in the
wilderness that was Massachusetts in 1620. How would you have set out
to provide yourself with the necessary food, shelter, and clothing?
Let us consider those things in order. First, how would you have tried
to provide yourself with food which was needed immediately? (Hunting,
fishing, gathering wild fruits, nuts, and berries.) How would you have
tried to provide yourself with a necessary shelter? What materials
would you have used? (Lumber from the forests, mud, etc.) How would
you have provided yourself with clothing? (Skins and hides of animals.)
Now where did these things come from? They were here
—
provided by
nature. They were natural resources .
There are other resources provided by nature also which are not
so easily discovered or obtained for use. What are some of these things?
Of course, we know that different sections of the country have different
natural resources. Bo yo' think that the natural resources of a region
have any effect upon the lives of the people who live in that region?
(Lead the pupils to bring out different phases of life influenced by
natural resources.)
Now let us see how this general principle that natural resources
affect the lives of the people applies to our own state.
The Natural Resources of Massachusetts
Natural resources and their effect on our lives .— We are now
going to consider the natural resources of Massachusetts and try to
see how they have affected our lives. In the preceding discussion, we
brought out the fact that natural resources do play a large part in
determining the way we live including the occupations we carry on,

the kind of houses in which we live, and the type of recreation
in which we engage.
Let us form committees to investigate these problems and
report the findings to the class. For example, Committee 1 will
make a list of the natural resources of Massachusetts and then will
tell specifically how the presence of these resources had helped
determine what occupations the people of Massachusetts pursue for
a living. Committee 2 will list our resources and tell how cer-
tain natural resources determine the kinds of homes in which we
live. Committee 3 will list our natural resources and tell how
they influence our recreational activities. Committee 4 will
list the natural resources of Southbridge and tell how these re-
sources have affected the lives of the people living here with
respect to their occupations, their houses, and their recreation.
Note to the teacher .— I would expect these reports to include
at least the following items. If some of these items are omitted
by the pupils in giving their reports, I would through leading
questions and discussion bring the omitted items to their attention
and indicate that they should be included.
Committee 1.— How do the natural resources of Massachusetts
affect the occupations of her people? The chief netural resources
which we will consider are water power, soil, building stone, forests,
and fish.
Many swift rivers provide abundant cheap weter power, so in
the earlier days factories could be operated quite economically.
This tended to encourage manufacturing and many of our people entered

that occupation.
Since the soil of Massachusetts is not particularly fertile
and is rocky and uneven, large scale agriculture was not profitable,
so the arable land of the state is now divided into small farms and
truck gardens, while the hilly less arable land of the western part
of the state is used to pasture dairy cattle. The condition of the
soil, then, determined that the chief agricultural occupations would
be small scale farming and dairy and poultry industries.
Massachusetts has a good deal of high quality granite which is
useful in construction work. Because of the presence of the granite,
we find many people engaged in quarrying in various parts of the state.
In the early days Massachusetts was very densely forested. Much
of the land is still forested and consequently we find peonle engaged
in such occupations as wood cutting, and forest conservation work.
The paper industry also is allied with the forests and water power
resources. Can you tell why?
The waters off the coast of Massachusetts abound in fish. As
you know, the codfish has by tradition come to be a recognized symbol
of Massachusetts. Recall, for example, the quatrain
"And this is good old Boston,
The home of the bean and the cod,
Where the Lowells talk to the Cabots
And the Cabots talk only to God.
Since the earliest days, Massachusetts men have "gone down to
1/ John C. Possidy, "A Boston ToastM , The Best Loved Poems of the
American People
,
Hazel Felleman. Garden City Publishing Company,
Garden City, New York, 1936, p. 492.
1
the sea in ships"-*' in their efforts to make a living by fishing.
Other allied industries, curing, salting, packing, end canning fish
also employ many people. Massachusetts also has fish hetcheries
where fish are bred to be used to stock the inland streams, particu-
larly with trout.
Committee 2.— flow do the natural resources of Massachusetts
affect the housing of the people? In those regions of Massachusetts
where the natural resources encourage agricultural pursuits, we find
the people dwelling in large rambling farmhouses. On the other hand,
in the regions where the natural resources have encouraged manufactur-
ing, industrial towns and cities have developed where many peoole
live either in small suburban houses or in huge apartment or tenement
houses. In some factory towns and cities we will find streets of
houses all built alike and usually painted alike. These are the
factory houses inhabited by the factory employees and their families.
Point out how we have these factory houses in Southbridge.
Massachusetts has always had many public buildings of stone,
because of the presence of granite here. Also, because of plenty
of lumber, we in Massachusetts have always had many wcoden houses.
This may seem at first to be a very simple observation which applies
anywhere, but consider hov* much more difficult it would have been in
the prairie lands of the middle west or in the desert regions of the
southwest to have had a wooden house before our modern transportation
facilities were developed.
1/ Quoted from the Fisherman* s Statue, Gloucester, Massachusetts.
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Committee 5.— How do the natural resources of Massachusetts
affect our recreational activities? Because of the fast flowing
streams, sportsmen in Massachusetts do a good deal of trout fishing.
Many people make use of our state forests and their lakes for pic-
nics, swimming, hiking, and riding. On our tidal rivers and bays
much boating and fishing are carried on for sport.
Committee 4.— flow do the natural resources of Southbridge
affect the lives of the people here? The presence of water power
early encouraged manufacturing, which has developed continually
right up to the present time. Notice how our factories are located
near rivers. Explain the probable reason for this location. By
what kind of power are the machines now driven?
What is the nature of the soil in Southbridge? Notice that
we have several small farms on which are raised vegetables, cattle,
and poultry. How do our farms compare with those elsewhere in the
state?
What kinds of houses do we find in Southbridge? Farmhouses,
single houses, and apartment houses? Which type of house is most
numerous? Describe this most common type of house. Mention the
new row of houses built recently on Worcester Street by the American
Optical Company. Explain how our natural resources which made
Southbridge predominantly a manufacturing town in turn determined
the housing facilities of the town.
What do the people of Southbridge do for recreation? Our people
go fishing and camping at the neighboring lakes in season, but most
of the recreational activities are those which can be carried on in
c
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the heart of the town itself in especially prepared places. For
example, bowling at the bowling alleys, playing tennis on the
courts at the trade school, and swimming in the newly constructed
swimming pool. Notice that these activities are dependent not on
natural resources, but rather on lack of appropriate resources for
the development of certain other sports. The people have tried
through construction to build for themselves facilities for sports,
because nature had not originally supplied the town with natural
recreational facilities.
Thus we see that the natural resources have far-reaching effects
upon the lives of the peoole of any particular region. We could
easily take many other phases of life in Massachusetts and indicate
how they reflect the influence of oar natural resources.
Summary of the assignment for this part.— The assignment for
this part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Make a list of the natural resources of Massachusetts and then
tell specifically how the presence of these resources has helped
determine what occupations the people of Massachusetts pursue
for a living. This work is to be done by a committee.
2. Make a list of our natural resources and tell how certain
natural resources determine the kinds of homes in which we live.
This work will be done and a report made by a committee.
3. Make a list of our natural resources and tell how they influence
our recreational activities. This work will be done and a report
made by a committee.

4. Make a list of the natural resources of Southbridge and tell
how these resources have affected the lives of the people living
here with respect to their occupations, their houses, and their
recreation. This work is also to be done and a report made by
a committee.
The Forests of Massachusetts
Our forest resources .-- Now that we have talked about our
natural resources in a rather general way, let us consider some
of the specific resources and their allied industries individually.
Let us consider them in the following order: forests, lumbering,
and paper making; stone and quarrying; fish and fishing; soil and
agriculture; water power and manufacturing.
We do not usually think of Massachusetts as predominantly
a lumbering region. If you stop to think about it for a moment,
however, you will realize that a vast part of the surface of the
state is forested. You know that as you drive along through the
state you see many state forest reservations which represent part
of our conservation program. You may have seen Harvard Forest in
Petersham. You have perhaps gathered nuts from some of the forest
trees in the fall. If your folks own a wood lot, you may have
cut your own Christmas tree or you may have helped cut wood for
winter fuel. Perhaps you have tapped maple trees in the early
spring. Perhaps you have wantonly torn the white paper-like bark
from the birches near your summer cottage. You may have swung on
the birches by the lake and seen them look as Robert Frost described
them.
c
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v m The Birches y
When I see birches bend to left and right
Across the line of straighter darker trees,
I like to think some boy* s been swinging them.
But swinging doesn* t bend them down to stay.
Ice-storms do that. Often you must have seen them
Loaded with ice a sunny winter morning
After a rain. They click upon themselves
As the breeze rises, and turn many-colored
As the stir cracks and crazes their enamel.
Soon the sun' s warmth makes them shed crystal shells
Shattering and avalanching on the snow-crust
—
Such heaps of broken glass to sweep away
You'd think the inner dome of heaven had fallen.
They ere dragged to the withered bracken by the load,
And they seem not to break; though once they are bowed
So low for long, they never right themselves:
You may see their trunks arching in the woods
Years afterwards, trailing their leaves on the ground
Like girls on hands and knees that throw their hair
Before them over their heads to dry in the sun.
But I was going to say when Truth broke in
With all her matter-of-fact about the ice-storm
I should prefer to have some boy bend them
As he went out and in to fetch the cows
—
Some boy too far from town to learn baseball,
Whose only play was what he found himself,
Summer or winter, and could play alone.
One by one he subdued his father* s trees
By riding them down over and over again
Until he took the stiffness out of them,
And not one but hung limp, not one was left
For him to conquer. He learned all there was
To learn about not launching out too soon
And so not carrying the tree away
Clear to the ground. He always kept his poise
To the top branches, climbing carefully
With the same pains you use to fill a cup
Up to the brim, and even above the brim.
Then he flung outward, feet first, with a swish,
Kicking his way down through the air to the ground.
So was I once myself a swinger of birches;
And so I dream of going back to be.
It* 8 when I'm weary of considerations,
And life is too much like a pathless wood
Where your face burns and tickles with the cobwebs
Broken across it, and one eye is weeping
1/ Robert Frost, "The Birches" , Modern American Poetry
, Louis Untermeyer
Harcourt, Brace and Company, New Y 0rk, 1942, p. 219-220.
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From a Twig's having lashed across it open.
I*d like to get away from earth awhile
And then come back to it and begin over.
May no fate willfully misunderstand me
And half grant what I wish and snatch me away
Not to return. "Earth* s the right place for love:
I don't know where it's likely to go better.
I'd like to go by climbing a birch tree,
And climb black branches up a snow-white trunk
Toward heaven, till the tree could bear no more,
But dipped its top and set me down again.
That would be good both going and coming back.
One could do worse than be a swinger of birches.
You may have seen the little trees growing in the reservation
on the road to Sturbridge. At any rate, you know that much of
Massachusetts is thickly wooded with many different kinds of trees.
You have admired the autumn foliage which is rather interestingly
described in the following verses.
Autumn Fashions ^
The maple owned that she was tired of always wearing green.
She knew that she had grown of late too shabby to be seen.
The oak and beech and chestnut too deplored their shabbiness,
And all except the hemlock sad were wild to change their dress.
"For fashion plates we'll take the flowers," the rustling maple said,
"And like the tulip, I'll be clothed in splendid gold and red."
"The cheerful sunflower suits me best," the lightsome beech replied;
"The marigold my choice shall be"—the chestnut spoke with pride.
The sturdy oak took time to think—"I hate such glaring hues;
The gillyflower, so dark and rich, I for ray model choose."
So every tree in all the grove, except the hemlock sad,
According to its wish ere long in brilliant dress was clad.
And here they stand through all the soft and bright October days;
They wished to look like flowers—indeed, they look like huge bouquets!
1/ Edith M. Thomas, "Autumn Fashions", The Bolenius Fourth Reader ,
Emma Miller Bolenius. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1929, p. 40.
r
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Committee assignments*— You probably know that the various
states of the Union have selected state flowers, state birds, and
state trees. Do you know what the state flower of Massachusetts
is? (Mayflower) The state bird? (Chickadee) The state tree?
(Elm) It would be interesting to make a list to see how many
different kinds of trees we know of that grow in Massachusetts.
Will you (I will ask for two volunteers or choose two pupils) make
a list of all the kinds of trees you know that grow in Massachusetts.
If the tree produces useful products such as nuts, fruits, or sugar,
put that information on the list alon^. with the names of the trees.
If the tree itself is used for any specific purpose, add that
information to the list. For example, certain kinds of trees may be
used for Christmas trees, others for wood pulp, etc.
Another committee will make a list of the various industries
that are associated v.ith the forests of our state. Such industries,
for example, as the maple sugar industry. List as many industries
as you can and explain how each of the industries listed is
associated with our forest resources.
Within the last decade, much has been done by the government for
the care and conservation of our forests. Another committee will
investigate the conservation program as it is carried out in
Massachusetts and report the findings to the class.
There are many interesting phases centering around the subject
of forests. We will divide the class into committees, or you may
work individually if you wish, for the investigation of some of these
various phases. Remember that these topics are merely suggestions.
<i
If you think of other related topics which you would rather
investigate and report, simply secure the approval of the teacher
before going ahead with your work. These reports may be in any
of several forms. You may simply give an account of things you
have learned through investigation by reading or talking with
other people. You may recount personal experiences which relate
to the suggested topics. You may give a short dramatization
depicting any of the suggested phases of the material. You may
bring in pictures, samples, newspaper, magazine, or book articles
illustrating the topic chosen. Here is tne list of suggested topics.
Life in a Lumber Camp
Logs in the Kennebec
How Paper is Made
Matches
Uses of Various Kinds of Lumber in Building
Lumber in the Furniture Industry
A Saw Mill
A Maple Sugar Camp
A Log Jam
The Harvard Forest
Logging in (Any New England State)
Inhabitants of the Forests (Animals and birds)
Hunting in (Any New England State)
Other Products of our Forests
The Life of a Forest Ranger
A Fish and Game Warden Enforces the Law

How by Law We Try to Protect Our Fish and Game
Reforestation
Summary of the assignment for this part .— The assignment for
this part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Make a list of all the kinds of trees you know that grow in
Massachusetts. If the tree produces useful products such as
nuts, fruits, or sugar, put that information on the list along
with the names of the trees. This list will be made and the
report given by an appointed committee.
2. Make a list of the various industries that are associated with
the forests of our state. Explain in each case how the
industry is related to our forests. This work is to be done by
a committee.
3. Investigate the forest conservation program as it is carried
out in Massachusetts and report your findings to the class.
This work is to be done by an appointed committee.
4. Investigate and report on any one of the topics which appear on
a suggested list. These reports will be made by individual pupils
or by volunteer committees.
The Minerals of Massachusetts
Massachusetts, a mining state?— We do not think of Massachusetts
as predominantly a mining state. When we speak of mining, what
sections of our country do we immediately think of? Do you know of
any metals or valuable stones that are found in Massachusetts? Do
you know what any of the minerals or stones you have just named are

used for? Do any of you happen to know people who collect stones
for a hobby? Some people do have very interesting collections of
native stones. Can you think of any stones or minerals produced in
the other New England States?
Just by way of listing in summary form the mineral resources
of the New England States, will one or two students volunteer to
make a simple chart giving the name of each New England State and
the mineral resources of that state? You will find the necessary
material in The Complete Geography .^na^es 2, 6, 9, 13, 17, 8nd 22.
However, if you wish to use some other book as the source of your
material, you may do so.
This chart will give us some idea of the variety of minerals
in New England, but since most of us are almost completely unaware
of the huge variety of crystals and other rock formations within
our own state, let us simply read through a list of the various
minerals which can be found in Massachusetts. (This is introduced
not with any idea of learning by memory any of the minerals and
their locations, but simply to emphasize the variety of specimens
obtainable.) This list is found in The Manual of Mineralogy
a
and
2/
Lithology by James D. Tana on pages 338-341.
There is a rather interesting summary concerning the minerals
3/
of Massachusetts in our pamphlet, Some Facts About Massachusetts ,—
'
_l/Horace S. Tarbell and Martha Tarbell, The Complete Geography .
Werner School Book Company. New "¥ork, 1899, p. 2,6,9,13,17,22.
_8/James D. Dana, Manual of Mineralogy and Lithology. John Wiley
and sons. New York, 1880. p. 338-341.
^/Federal Writers* Program for the Works Project Administration for
Massachusetts, Some Facts About Massachusetts. Massachusetts
Development and Industrial Commission. Boston, 1942. p. 8-9.
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on pages eight end nine. Let us have that summary read here in
class.
"Although valuable mineral resources ere not usually credited
to Massachusetts, yet the mining of non-metallic minerals is a con-
siderable industry within the state. Clay, lime, marble, sand and
gravel, silica, quartz, granite, limestone, sandstone, slate, and
trap rock are all produced to a varying extent. From time to time
small deposits of alum, asbestos, anthracite, barite, feldspar,
graphite, mica, peat, and semi-precious stones, such as the beryl,
aquamarine, and tourmaline have been worked.
"There is practically no metal mining in Massachusetts, but
ores of copper, gold, iron, lead, silver, zinc, and other metallic
minerals have at times been discovered. As far back as the year 1643
the first iron works in this part of the country, at Saugus, in Essex
County, **as obtaining iron ore here in Massachusetts.
"Bolomitic marbles are found in Ashley Falls, West btockbridge,
and Lee, ell in Berksnire County. The Quincy quarries produce
monumental granite, while building granites come chiefly fromMilford,
West Chelmsford, Becket, and Fall River. In South Framingham is found
a diatomite, a hydrous or opaline form of silica. Mineral production
within the state was valued at £6,666,281 in 1928. The valuation was
based on returns from clay, lime, sand, silica (quartz), and stone
(mostly granite and basalt) »"
Can you mention any places nearby where you have seen these
stones or other mineral products being quarried? For example, the
send and gravel pits on the road between North Wilbraham and Springfield.

It is interesting to note that the first railroad in the country
was built at Quincy. It extended from a granite quarry to the
Neponset River, and was built to carry granite to the tidewater,
whence it was taken to Boston and used for the construction of Bunker
Hill Monument.
Individual and committee assignments *— Our text, The Nations
Today ,'^has a chapter on "Quarry Products" . Read and summarize
briefly pages 240-244 of that text.
The present war emergency has resulted in a new emphasis being
placed upon the increased development and use of our mineral
resources. Many new alloys are being brought into use, particularly
as substitutes for materials which are now difficult to get because
they were once imported. Every few days we can find articles in our
newspapers and magazines indicating the increased attention which is
being given to our own natural resources. Remember that we like to
have you bring in any pertinent materials which you may find outside
of school
—
pictures, written articles, sample materials. These will
be displayed in the classroom or may be used as materials for various
class or committee or individual exercises.
We will divide the class into committees to investigate and
report on some of the following topics. Remember that stories,
dramatizations, pictures, and sample materials always add to the
attractiveness of your report. If you would prefer to report on
some related topic which is not included on the list of suggestions,
l/ Leonard 0. Packard, Cherles P. Sinnott, and Bruce Overton, The
Nations Today . Macmillan Company. New "*ork, 1939, p. 240-244.
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simply secure the approval of your teacher before going ahead with
your work. These are the suggested topics.
Description of a Quarry (any quarry in the state)
Uses of ( any stone quarried in the state)
Examples of Buildings or Monuments Made of New England Stone
Minerals in Defense
New Uses for Minerals
Glass—Essentially a mineral Product
Other Building Materials—Cement and Concrete
Describe How Bricks Are Made
Pottery Making
Mineral Specimens Found Nearby
Summary of tne assignment for this part .— The assignment for
this part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Make a simple chart giving the names of the New England States
and listing the chief mineral resources of each state. This
work is to be done by a conmittee.
2. Read and summarize pages 240-244 of our text. This work is to
be done by all of the pupils.
5. Investigate and report on some of the topics given in the
suggested list, 'i'his work is to be done by individuals or
by volunteer committees.
The Fishing Industry in Massachusetts
Fish and fishermen .— Fishing has always been one of the most
important of New England's industries. You remember that in the
early discussion of this unit we talked about how the first settlers
t
of Massachusetts supplied themselves with food. One of the chief
sources of food was, of course, as we mentioned, the sea and shore.
What kinds of fish do you suppose the early settlers caught around
Plymouth? What other kinds of seafood besides fish do you suppose
they sued? Do you suppose that the fact that the Massachusetts
colonists were fishermen had any effect upon the rest of their
economic life? (Lead the class through discussion to bring out the
idea that because the Massachusetts colonists were fishermen, they
were by necessity shipbuilders. Because they built ships, they
became traders. When they went out on their trading trips they
could take along besides fish many things which they made by hand
on their farms and in their village shops. This encouraged them
to make more things to sell and gave manufacturing its start.)
What other industries can you think of which are related in some
way to the fishing industry? (Canning, making nets and other fishing
equipment, shipbuilding, etc.)
What are some of the Massachusetts towns which are noted for
their fishing industry? (Gloucester, Provincetown, New Bedford,
Marblehead) Did you know that New Bedford was formerly the world*
s
greatest whaling port? Herman Melville* s story Moby Dick tells the
adventures of the members of a whaling expedition which set sail
from New Bedford in search of the fabulous white whale.
There is a rather good treatment of the topic of fishing in
New England in Human Geography, Book I ^on pages 153-155. Will you
( either ask for a volunteer or select some pupil for the work) read
1/ Russell J. Smith, Human Geography, Book I . John C. Winston Company.
Philadelphia, 1926, p. 153-155.
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this selection, summarize the main ideas, and report to the class.
The reading selection on which they are to report is as follows:
"How does it happen that New England has so many factory towns?
The codfish helped to start them, but you would scarcely guess how
he did it. The early New England settlers had one thing that the
people in Europe wanted. It was dried codfish. Talcing codfish to
market caused the people to become traders. Then after they became
traders, they became manufacturers so that they might have more
things to sell...You remember that fishermen have caught cod near
Newfoundland ever since the time of Columbus. The fishermen of
New England also caught these fish in the early days. In fact,
they still catch them, for there are good shallow places (fishing banks)
off the coast of New England, and the market for dried codfish is good.
See if there isn't some codfish in your grocery store. Sometimes the
New England fishermen go several hundred miles, all the way to New-
foundland, to do their fishing. They take salt or ice with them to
keep the fish that they catch. Mackerel, herring, bluefish, and lob-
sters are also caught along the coast of New England. At some places,
the fish are canned. Most of the people of Gloucester, Massachusetts,
are busy all the time catching fish, salting them, or fixing up fishing
tackle. Down near the wharves of Gloucester, one can smell fish all
the time. Many fishing boats go out from Boston, Marblehead, and
Portland, and from many small towns along the Maine coast.
"The coast north of Cape Cod has many bays and harbors that boats
can enter. But this part of the coast is very rocky, and there are
many islands and capes that might wreck the boats in times of fog and
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storm. To make sailing safe for fishermen and other sailors, the
government has built lighthouses along the shore at places that are
dangerous for ships. The boatmen can tell just where they are by
seeing the lights. A good sailor knows his coast and its lights as
well as you know your way to school. In times of fogs, when the
lights cannot be seen, bells and fog horns tell the sailor that his
ship is getting near to danger. Not only the New England coast, but
the sea coasts of all civilized countries have lighthouses to make
sailing safe near their shores. The lighthouse keeper has a very
lonely life.
"The fishing business helped to make traders of the New England
colonists. They had to build good strong boats to sail out to the
fishing banks. They invented a kind of easy sailing boat called a
schooner, vhen they had more dried cod than they could use at home,
it was easy to sail in their good strong boats over to England, or down
to the West Indies, to sell fish, and bring back English goods or West
Indian sugar and molasses. The people in the West Indies also wanted
lumber, which the New England forests furnished. As ships went out
every year with fish and lumber, the traders began to take along shoes
that the shoemaker had made, tinware, from the tinsmith, clocks from
the clockmaker, guns from the gunsmith, and knives from the blacksmith.
For these reasons New England got a start at manufacturing before any
other part of the country. The people* s ships gave them a chance to
sell the things they made by hand in their farms and village shops."
Individual and committee assignments .— A pupil who has volunteered
or been selected will read and report on the article concerning the
m

islands off the Massachusetts coast which is found on pages eleven
and twelve of the pamphlet Some Facts About Massachusetts.^
Another pupil will investigate the state laws governing fishing
in Massachusetts and will report to the class information about
fishing licenses, fishing seasons, size of fish which can be taken,
fines which may be imposed for infraction of the laws, and any
other pertinent material he may discover during the investigation.
Our textbook, The Nations Today ,-Tias a chapter on the fishing
industry. Read pages 153-162 of the text. From your reading or
from the reports given by other members of the class, answer the
following set of questions. (Distribute mimeographed question sheets.)
Questions on the fishing industry of Massachusetts .— These
questions are based on the information derived from the preparation
of the preceding exercises.
1. What kinds of fish are taken off the Massachusetts coast?
2. What do we mean by the term v fishing banks"?
3. What are some of the chief fishing ports of Massachusetts?
4. What was the name of the first lighthouse in America and where
was it located?
5. Where was the first fog signal located?
6. What was the first lightship established?
1/ Some Facts About Massachusetts
,
op. cit., p. 11-12.
j?/ Packard, Sinnott, and Overton, op. cit., p. 153-162.
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7. How has the fishing industry been a great help to world progress?
8. How are other industries stimulated by the fishing industry?
9. where are fish found in the largest numbers? Why?
10. Describe some of the different methods used in catching fish.
11. How do the uses of whale oil differ today from those of former
years?
Supplementary reports .— Individuals or committees will make
reports on some of the following topics. Remember that your report
may take a variety of forms. It may be a story, a dramatization, a
series of pictures or other illustrative material which you explain
to the class, a poem, or any other type of activity which seems an
appropriate and effective way of handling the topic chosen. If you
prefer to use some topic not already on the list, simply get the
approval of the teacher before you prepare your report. Here is the
list of suggested topics.
Fishing in Massachusetts (Or one of the other New England States)
A Fish hatchery
Moby Dick
A Whaling Expedition
A Helping Hand ( the painting)
A Fisherman's Day
Fisherfolk

S3
Types of Fishing Vessels
Clamming at (Any spot on the New England shore)
Lobster Traps
New England Seafood
The Fish Pier
The Fleet Returns
Fishing Towns
The Lighthouse Keeper
Whaling From New Bedford
Any Island Off the Massachusetts Coast
How New England* s Streams and Lakes Are Stocked
A Fishing Trip in New England
Fresh Water Fish of New England
Su/nnary of the assignment for this part .— The assignment for this
part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Read, summarize, and report on pages 153-155 of Human Geography
,
Book I.-^Thib, work to be done hy some pupil, either a volunteer or
an appointee.
2. Resd, summerize, and report on pages 11 and 12 of the pamphlet,
Some Facts About Massachusetts.-^ This work is to be done by
another pupil, volunteer or appointee.
3/
3. Read pages 153-162 of our text, The Nations Today and this part
of the assignment is to be done by all of the pupils.
1/ Smith, op. cit., p. 153-155.
2/ Some Facts About Massachusetts
,
op. cit., p. 11-12.
3/ Packard, Sinnott, and Overton, op. cit., p. 153-162.
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4. Answer the mimeographed set of questions concerning the fishing
industry in Massachusetts. This work is to be done by all of the
pupils.
5. Make a report on any of a series of suggested topics concerning the
fishing industry in Massachusetts. This work is to be done by
individual pupils or by committees.
Soil, Climate, and Agriculture
The soil of Massachusetts.— Another of the natural resources
which profoundly affects our lives and occupations is the soil.
Let us spend some time learning about the composition of our soil.
Of course, as we know, the nature of the soil differs in different
parts of the country. Also it differs within the different sections
of a single state. It is the nature of the soil which determines
to a large extent the occupations of the people who dwell in that
area. Can you explain how? In a rough, rocky, hilly country with
thin soil, we would not expect to find extensive farms. We would be
more likely to find manufacturing carried on there. Let us see what
kinds of soil are found in Massachusetts. Perhaps this will help to
explain the location of our farming regions and manufacturing centers.
We will organize committees or have individual pupils do readings
from three selected sources, summarize these readings, and report the
findings to the class. The readings are: The Complete Geography ^
2/page 12 and page 36; Human Geography, Book I , pages 160-161; and
1/ Tarbell, op. cit., p. 12 and p. 36.
2/ Smith, op. cit., p. 160-161.
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1/
Some Facts About Massachusetts , page 9. The material contained in
these readings follows.
"Much of the soil is naturally sterile, and requires a great
amount of labor to make it productive. The effect of the ice sheet
that once covered the state is everywhere seen. Large boulders are
found at Cape Ann, Cape Cod, and elsewhere. The surface of Cape Cod,
Nantucket, end the eastern part of Martha* s Vineyard is composed of
drift material, boulders, sand, and gravel.
"Along the eastern coast there are many salt marshes, snd in
the southeastern counties there are numerous swamps where the raising
of cranberries is a profitable industry.
"The most fertile soil is in the alluvial valleys of the
Connecticut and the flousatonic rivers. The principal crops are hay,
potatoes, corn, tobacco, oats, rye, buckwheat, and barley. The
tobacco is raised in the Connecticut Valley.
nIn the Berkshire Valley, dairying and stock raising are the chief
industries. Nearly every town in the southwestern part of the state
has butter and cheese factories. Many farmers are engaged in market
gardening. "-2/
"New England depends on manufacturing more and on agriculture
less than any other group of states in our country. This is strange,
because the people of New England began as farmers. Farming began in
Massachusetts three hundred years ago; yet most of New England is still
in forests rather than farms. On the other hand, Iowa, settled only
1/ Some Facts About Massachusetts
,
op. ci.t., p. 9.
2/ Terbell, op. cit., p. 12.

one hundred years ago, is now nearly all in farms. What makes this
difference? It is because New England is hilly, and the land rocky
and hard to plow, while Iowa is level, and the land free from stones,
and easy to plow. This difference tells you why Iowa and the other
Central States are now so far ahead of New England and the Middle
Atlantic States in farming.
"There are two reasons why New England is so rocky. One is
that most of the rocks of which this country was made are granite,
which is a very hard rock indeed. Granite does not easily break up
to make soil. In Philadelphia, at the University of -Pennsylvania,
there is a granite step on which a thousand people have trod every
day for forty years, and the step is still unworn. But from the
wall of a sandstone building not far away you can pick off layers
of the sandstone with your fingers. This shows that sandstone
breaks up more easily than granite, and tells us why the soil is
deeper in those places having soft rocks than it is in places having
hard rocks. The hard granite rock of New England is splendid building
stone, and much of it is quarried and sold for that purpose; but it is
too hard to break up rapidly into earth, so the soil is thin in many
places. Vermont has great quarries of granite, and also of marble, a
rock used for making beautiful buildings.
"Most of New England is mountainous or hilly, and for this reason
the soil is thin. When rain falls on hillsides and mountains, it runs
so swiftly down hill that it easily carries particles of soil with it.
The soil left on the hillsides is often thin, while it may be deep at
those places in the valleys where the running water has carried and
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drouped the earth. Perhaps you can find a ulace where this has
happened. You remember that the soil in the Mississippi delta is
very deep, because running water brought some of it from the
Appalachian and Rocky Mountains. But in those places from which it
came, the soil has become thin, sometimes leaving only bare rock,
"To make things still worse for the farmer, the great glacier
that once covered much of North America scraped the dirt off many a
New England hilltop, and out of the shallow valleys, and left bare
rock. As the glacier pushed along, it mixed together the top soil
and the rocks from beneath it, so that many fields are now so covered
with big rocks that they cannot be made ready for the plow. In such a
place, only trees and grass can wedge themselves in among the stones.
Only here and there the farmers can make small fields that are good
enough to plow. Thus New England has forests, rocky pastures, 8nd
small fields, while Iowa and Indiana have large fields cf green corn
and golden wheat.
"The ice cap covered all the mountains of the region within the
drift line except some of the White Mountains of New Hampshire. The
movement of the ice sheet toward the south and east rounded the
summits of the mountains and made the southeast slopes of the mountains
steeper than the other slopes.
"The soil of New England shows the effects of the great movements
of the ice age. It is stony because the broken rock fragments carried
by the ice sheet were left when the ice melted.
"Along the Atlantic coast from Massachusetts Bay southward are
1/ Smith, op. cit. , p. 160-161.
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many rounded gravel hills and long ridges of earth pushed up by the
ice as it moved along or dropped by the ice when it melted. The
coastal plain extends north as far as Cape Cod. North of that point
the depression of the coast has submerged the coastal plain.
"Where the rock was softer than elsewhere it was hollowed out
by the movement of the ice. In other places dams of earth were
built across river valleys. Many of the hollows are now filled with
water, particularly in Maine, which is a region of lakes. n^
"Massachusetts soils vary widely in color and in character.
Broadly speaking, the uplands contain an abundance of mineral matter,
while more or less organic matter is present in the lowlands.
"The western part of the state is hilly and is separated by the
Connecticut River Valley from an upland region which slopes to the
Atlartic coast. Except on Cane Cod where there are long stretches of
sandy treeless flats, almost all of the land was originally covered
with dense forests. Even after the forests were cleared or thinned,
however, the soil did not yield readily to cultivation by the early
farmers, and their skill and patience were taxed heavily before the
soil became productive. The most arable soil is found in the
Connecticut Valley in the central and northwestern parts of the state.
Pich alluvial deposits are found in the fertile river valleys.
"Analyses of all Massachusetts soils show them to be rich in
minerals but deficient in the necessary salts and other fertilizing
properties in their uncultivated stete. Salt marshes and sandy plains
have become productive when placed in the hands of skillful agriculturists.
1/ Tarbell, op. cit., p. 36
0*
"Livestock and livestock products, truck crops, cranberries,
apples, tobacco, and potatoes currently bring the largest cash
returns. Census figures show that there are (1940) 31,897 farms
in the State, with a total farm area of 1,937,963 acres, which is
38.3 percent of the total land area of the State.
Questions on the soil of Massachusetts .— Here is a set of
questions based on the information presented in this part of our
study. (Distribute mimeographed question sheets.) By reference
to the reports or to the reading sources dealing with the soil of
Massachusetts, answer these questions.
1. How do we explain the presence of large boulders in Massachusetts?
2. Describe the soil along the eastern coast.
3. Where is the most fertile soil in Massachusetts found?
4. Of what are the rocks of New England chiefly composed?
5. What effect would this rock composition have upon the soil?
6. How do hills and mountains affect the soil of any region?
7. What do chemical analyses reveal about the composition of the
soil of Massachusetts?
8. If you were to base your judgment solely upon your knowledge of
the nature of the soil of Massachusetts, in what occupations would
you expect the people to be chiefly engaged?
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9. What do we mean by the term glacial drift?
10. Why do you suppose New England farmers do not try to increase the
size of their crops by cultivating larger areas and using modem
farm machinery as the farmers of the central states do?
Summary of the assignment for this part.— The assignment for
this part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Read, summarize, and report to the class on pages 12 and 36 of
1/
The Complete Geography. This work is to be done by an individual
pupil or by a committee.
2. Read, summarize, and report to the class on pa;'es 160-151 of
2/Human Geography, Book I. This work is to be done by an individual
pupil.
3. Read, summHrize, and report to the class on page 9 of our pamphlet,
Some Facts About Massachusetts This work is to be done by an
individual pupil.
4. Using the information derived from the above reports, answer the
mimeographed set of questions concerning the soil of Massachusetts.
This work is to be done by all of the pupils.
The climate of Massachusetts.— Kow that we have completed our
study of the soil of Massachusetts and have discovered how the nature
of the soil may have an effect upon the occupations of the people,
let us consider f^r a time the climate of Massachusetts and learn how
1/ Tarbell, op. cit., p. 12 and 36.
2/ Smith, op. cit., p. 160-161.
3/ some Facts About Massachusetts, op. cit., p. 9
1
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climate, too, may effect the occupations of the people.
Let us turn in our textbooks to page 15 and review what our
authors have to say about climate and its effect upon people.
"Probably no other factor is so important as climate in deter-
mining where and how people must live...In many parts of the torrid
zone there are large areas of great fertility. In such areas,
living conditions are often so easy that people have to work but
little for their food, clothing, and shelter, as compared with the
vigorous efforts necessary in the colder regions. We find that the
greatest progress in civilization has been made in the cool,
temperate regions of the world. Hot, moist climates are not invigor-
ating and people do not feel like working hard; whereas in colder climates
the worker has much greater energy.
"In the hot, moist regions, climatic conditions are favorable for
the development of many disease-producing germs, and white people
cannot live long under such conditions. Most progressive undertakings
in the torrid zone, such as tne cultivation of sugar cane, trooical
fruits, and rubber, are under the management of Americans and Europeans
who generally spend but a part of their time in the tropics. In the
colder regions, people must work for their support or suffer for the
necessities of life. They must contend with constantly changing con-
ditions which rise with the passing of storms, cold waves, and the
seasons—all of which tend to stimulate energy and thrift. The
preparation for cold winters and short growing seasons calls for fore-
thought and hard work. This creates habits of industry and thrift
and stimulates inventions. People often think hard work is a mis-
-
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fortune, when in reality it is a blessing if not too severe. Of course,
conditions may be so adverse that no amount of struggle can result in
progress.
"Climate helps to determine not only the place where men can live
and the progress they make, but the manner of their life as well. It
determines in large measure the kinds of homes that they build, the
clothes that they wear, the fO(jd that they eat, the games that they
play, and the occupations that they follow. The attractive agricultural
areas must have seasons long enough and warm enough for the maturing of
useful crops, and the rainfall must be sufficient for their growth...
Herding areas need less rain but enough for the growth of the needed
grasses. Lumbering regions must have moisture enough for the growth of
forests.
"Climate also presents difficulties that must be overcome. Inland
waterways and harbors often freeze in winter, thus interfering with
transportation in that season. Floods may occur in spring or at times
of heavy rainfall. These interfere with business and do much damage
along the river valleys.
"Different climates give different products and give rise to
different types of agriculture. Our own country is especially rich
in its varied climates and products. In these days of cheap trans-
portation we are able to draw upon the climatic areas of the world
at large."^
We are all familiar through first-hand experience with the climate
of New England and Massachusetts, but how would you proceed to describe
1/ Packard, Sinnott, and Overton, op. cit., p. 15-17.
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it? A consideration of the climate of any region should include the
temperature range, the general direction of the winds, the length of
the seasons, and the average yearly rainfall. Here are some pub-
lished descriptions of the climate of Massachusetts and New England.
"The prevailing wind is from the west, with en average velocity
of 10 to 13 miles per hour. Average monthly temperatures in Boston
range from 28.2 degrees in January to 72.0 degrees in July. The
lowest temperature recorded by the U. S. Weather Bureau in Boston
since its establishment, October 1870, was -18 degrees in February,
1934; the highest, 104 degrees in July, 1911. The last killing frost in
the state generally occurs before May 10, and the earliest fell frost
usually comes in late September or early October. The average annual
precipitation is 40.0 inches.
"New England's cool climate is one of the reasons why her people
do so much manufacturing. It makes people feel like doing tnings.
The New England summers are cool. The winters are very cold. The
boys in school at Concord, New Hampshire, sometimes enjoy skating
from the first of December until late in March; but, in order to do
so, they have to keep scraping the snow off their pond all winter, for
it may not melt from November until March. The students at Dartmouth
College at Hanover, New Hampshire, have ski races and snow sports with
students from Toronto and other Canadian Colleges.
"The ice becomes so thick on New England lakes and rivers that
large quantities of it are cut and stored for summer use. For many
years, sailing vessels carried loads of New England ice to Washington, D.C.
Sonte Facts About Massachusetts, op. cit., p. 7-8.
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and to many other cities along the coast..1/
Do you think that these are good descriptions of our climate? Why?
Questions on climate .— Here is a set of questions on the subject
of climate. (Distribute mimeographed question sheets.) Using your own
experience as background and also the information we have just been dis-
cussing in class, answer these questions about the climate of Massa-
chusetts.
1. What is the difference between weather and climate?
2. How does climate determine the occupation of the people of any
particular region?
3. Do you think that climate has had any effect on the occupations of
the people of Massachusetts?
4. In which climatic zone is Massachusetts and New England located?
5. Approximately how long is the growing season in Massachusetts?
6. What are some of the difficulties caused by severe weather in
Massachusetts?
7. What is the name of the instrument used to measure atmospheric
pressure?
8. How is this instrument used in weather prediction?
9. What is a hygrometer?
10. What are isobars and isotherms?
1/ Smith, op. cit. , p. 162
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Supplementary reports .— We who live in Massachusetts know very
well how the climate of Kiew England affects our lives. The food we
eat, the clothes we weat, the work we do, and the types of recreation
in which we engage are all more or less governed by the season of the
year.
Here are some suggestions for essays or projects on the subject
of our climate. We will divide the class into committees or have
individual pupils give reports on some of the suggested or related
topics. It would be desirable if you can find pictures to illustrate
your work. The suggested topics are:
How the Changing Seasons Affect Our Lives
Seasonal Industries
Spring, Summer, Autumn, or Winter Snorts
The Daily Tasks of the Farmer as Affected by the Seasons
Tourist Attractions at Different Seasons
A Winter Carnival at (Any New England location)
Freaks of our Climate
How the Storekeeper Plans in Advance to Satisfy Seasonal Demands
How Climate Determines the Kind of Dwelling in Which Man Lives
Modern Inventions to Overcome Discomforts of Changing Seasons
(Modern Heating Systems, Air Conditioning, Refrigeration, etc.)
Weather Prediction
Superstitions About the Weather
Instruments Used in Measuring Weather Changes
Description of a Weather Map and How to Read It
The Old Farmer's Almanac
c
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& Summary of the assignment for this part ,— The assignment for
this part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Read in our text, The Nations Today^1pages 15-17. This work is
to be done by all of the pupils.
2. Answer the mimeographed set of questions concerning the climate
of Massachusetts. This work i3 also to he done by all of the
pupils.
5. Investigate and report on any one of a suggested list of topics
concerning the climate of Massachusetts. This work is to be
done by individual pupils or by committees.
Agriculture in Massachusetts .— Soil and climate are the major
factors affecting agriculture. We have just studied about the soil
and climate of Massachusetts. Now let us find out about the kind
of agriculture which is carried on here.
How many of you in the class live on farms? Will you tell the
class about the particular crops you raise? Tell them about the
livestock you raise. Tell us something about the work involved in
running a farm. Tell us how you market your products. (We may
find that there are many different kinds of farms in this vicinity.)
Let us find out what crops are raised and what various kinds of farming
are carried on in other parts of Massachusetts,
Committee assignments.— Let us see how many different kinds of
farming we can list which are carried on in Massachusetts. (In the
course of the discussion we will probably list the following: truck
farming, one-crop farming, poultry farming, dairy farming, and fruit
1/ Packard, Sinnott, and Overton, op. cit., p. 15-17.
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raising.) We want to get clearly in mind the distinctions between
these various kinds of farming. In order to accomplish this, we
will divide the class into committees, each committee to investigate
and report on one of these kinds of farming. In your investigations
you should consider the following things:
( 1) What are the chief products of this type of farming?
(2) What particular service does this type of farmer
render to the people of the state?
(3) What are the geographical factors necessary for this
kind of farming?
(4) What section of Massachusetts is particularly well
suited for this kind of farming and why?
(5) What pfirticuler kinds of work are involved in this
type of farming?
(6) What particular equipment is required?
(7) How have scieDtific discoveries and mechanical inven-
tions particularly aided this farmer?
(8) Describe a typical year's occupations on this farm.
How do the tasks vary with the seasons?
(9) Tell how the products of this farm are marketed.
(10) If possible, bring pictures to illustrate your report.
In our study of the agriculture of Massachusetts, let us consider
the state as divided into four sections—the western highlands, the
Connecticut Valley, the eastern section, and Cape Cod. Each of these
regions has its own particular kind o f agriculture. Other individuals
or a committee will be assigned to investigate and report on the

agriculture of each of these regions. Tell what crops are raised
there and offer reasons why. (As a result of this report, we should
collect, in general, the following information:
The western highlands are the chief dairy regions of Massachusetts.
Can you offer any explanation for this? Probably it is because the
land is rough and hilly and rocky, suitable for pasture land but not
for general farming. In Williamstown there is one of the best
equipped dairies in this area—the Prentice Dairy. Throughout the
western pert of the sthte there are numerous butter and cheese packing
plants. Equipment in a modem dairy plant where milk is pasteurized
and bottled is remarkable and it is interesting to visit such a plant
and see the machinery in operation.
The most arable land of the state is found in the Connecticut
Valley where there are rich deposits of alluvial soil. The chief
money making crop here is tobacco. Throughout the valley there are
many acres of tobacco and a great many long sheds where the tobacco
is hung to dry. Many schoolboys of the state work in the tobacco
fields of Massachusetts and Connecticut during the summer. Tobacco
culture is an interesting subject for further investigation.
In the Connecticut Valley near Sunderland, tobacco gives way to
another crop as the chief farm product. In this region the onion is
king. If you ride through that section at the right season of the
year, you can smell the onions long before you are in sight of the
fields themselves. Acre after acre is planted to this crop and it
used to be the custom in the neighboring towns to close the schools for
a few days during the planting season so that the children could help
plant the onions.
«J
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Of course, tobacco and onions are not the only crops raised in
the Connecticut Valley. Many other kinds of vegetables are raised
and there are numerous wayside stands where a great many fresh vegetables
from the nearby farms are sold to passers-by.
Some parts of the valley, especially the region around Belchertown,
specialize in fruit raising. The orchards are quite extensive and
valuable crop3 are produced. The apple is the chief crop, but other
fruits are also raised.
The eastern section of oar state acts as a sort of market basket
for the large cities near the coast. You remember that in our earlier
study we found that the largest cities of Massachusetts are nearly all
located in the eastern coastal section of the state. It is not sur-
prising, then, to learn that the arable land in this region is turned
into large truck gardens. These truck gardens supply fresh vegetables
for the people in our eastern cities. Besides the many truck gardens,
there are also fruit orchards in this part of the state. In Marlboro
there is an extensive orchard (Rice Orchards) which produces various
fruits. Apples and apple products (cider and apple butter) are the
chief products, but other fruits such as peaches and plums and pears
are also raised.
The marshy regions of the Cape are known for one crop particularly,
the cranberry. The raising of cranberries is a most interesting process.
Many Portuguese immigrants have come to Cape Cod, and they have played
an important pert in the development of the cranberry crop.)
This brief survey will serve to give us some idea of the chief
crops of our state, and of the places within the state where the crops
are raised.
<
Now that we have discussed the agriculture of Massachusetts
somewhat, let us make an agricultural map illustrating the facts we
have emphasized. Here is a map of Massachusetts. (Distribute
mimeographed maps of Massachusetts.) On this map locate the four
regions that we have just studied and print the names of the chief
agricultural products where they belong. If yoa wish to lend more
color to your map, you could substitute pictures or drawings for
the printed names of the various crops.
As another part of the assignment, we will have individual
reports or organize committees for reports on some of the following
topics or other related topics of your own choice. Here are the
suggested topics.
In Our Tobacco fields
Our Onion Crop
Our Truck Gardens
In Our Orchards
Cranberries on the Cape
Dairyland
A Modern Pasteurizing Plant
Dairy Cattle
Making Butter and Cheese
The Ice Cream Industry
The Activities of the 4-H Clubs in Massachusetts
The Activities of the Grange in Massachusetts
The Extension Service in Massachusetts
The Functions of the Agricultural College in Massachusetts
Stockbridge School of Agriculture
<
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Summary of the assignment for this part.— The assignment for
this part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Committees will report on each of the various kinds of farming
carried on in Massachusetts—truck farming, one-crop farming,
poultry farming, dairy farming, and fruit raising.
2. Committees will investigate and report on the agriculture of the
four natural regions of Massachusetts—the western highlands,
the Connecticut Valley, the eastern section, and Cape Cod.
3. On a mimeographed map of Massachusetts, locate the four regions
just mentioned and indicate the names of the agricultural products
of each region.
4. Make a report on one of a suggested list of tooics concerning
agriculture or on a related topic approved by your teacher. This
work is to be done by individual pupils or by committees.
Manufacturing in Massachusetts
Natural resources and manufacturing .— Let us consider for
a moment the title of this chapter we have been studying—Natural
Resources and Their Allied Industries. Exactly what do you think
that title implies? Does it seem probable that all of our industries
are related in some way to one or more of our natural resources? In
our outline for this pert of our study, you remember that we mentioned
among other industries the manufacturing industry in Massachusetts.
How do you think that the manufacturing industry is related to our
natural resources? Can we say that it is related definitely to only
one of the resources? Let us see if any of you can explain how
r< manufacturing is related to each of the natural resources we have
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mentioned so far? So far we have been considering how the natural
resources which we possess affect manufacturing. Do you suppose that
the fact that Massachusetts is largely a manufacturing state may
perhaps he due to the lack of certain resources? Explain. Cen you
offer any explanation for the fact that though no cotton is raised
in New England, Massachusetts has a great many huge cotton mills?
(Because of the degree of moisture in the air which is right for the
spinning of the cotton thread.)
Committee assignments .— V,T e will appoint a committee to in-
vestigate the following question: What conditions prevail in
Massachusetts which make the state a region particularly suited to
the development of manufacturing? The natural resources should be
considered, as we have indicated, but include other factors which
are also influential in encouraging manufacturing.
Let us consider for a while today v/hat one occupation is used
most by the people of New England as a means of earning their living.
What occupation do you suppose it is? Where does your father work?
Do any other members of your family work at the same place? How many
of your parents work at some place other than the A. 0., the worsted
mill, the finishing company, or the radio factory? Then in what
general occupational field are most of the people of this town engaged?
Do you suppose this same fact is true for people in other towns of
Massachusetts? Can you cite instances in specific towns nearby where
the people are generally engaged in manufacturing? What are some of
the things they make? Let us make a list of the various articles
that we know are ma'de in towns of Massachusetts. v re will list the
article and the town or towns where it is made. Let us see hovi many
4
different articles we can definitely list and locate the places
where they are made. (We will just start this list by way of
example in class.) You remember we have studied about the counties
of Massachusetts. How many counties were there? We are going to
divide the class into fourteen committees of two or three people each.
Each committee will be assigned to one county. Your job is to study
a map to discover the chief cities and towns in your county, and then
make a list of the products which are manufactured in those towns.
The committees will make their reports to the class, and in that way
we can build a good list of the various articles manufactured in
Massachusetts. As a result of the assignment we should have a list
somewhat like the following:
Boston—clothing, macninery, ironware, boots and shoes,
rubber goods, ships.
Cambridge—foundry and machine shop products, printing and
publishing, soap and candles, astronomical and musical
instruments, furniture, confectionery.
Waltham—watches and cotton goods.
Lowell—textile fabrics, foundry and machine shop products.
Lawrence—cotton and woolen goods, foundry and machine shop products
Haverhill—boots and shoes and felt hats.
Fall River—cotton goods.
Brockton—boots and shoes.
At tleboro
— j ewelry
.
Worcester—wire, envelopes," textiles, boots and shoes, machinery
for woolen and cotton mills.
1<
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Framingham
—
paper products.
Southbridge—optical instruments, cotton and woolen goods,
radio equipment.
Fitchburg
—
paper, machinery, textiles.
Gardner—chairs and furniture.
Springfield—firearms, motorcycles, cotton and woolen goods.
Holyoke
—
paper, cotton and woolen goods, foundry and machine
shop products.
Chicopee—cotton goods, bicycles, machine tools.
Pittsfield—cotton and woolen goods, paper, shoes, machine
shop products.
Worth Adams—cotton and woolen goods, boots and shoes.
We will point out that the most frequently mentioned products
are cotton and woolen goods and boots and shoes and machinery.
The committee assignments will probably not come out even
in number, so 1 will select a pupil whom I know can do this work
well for the class and give him the following assignment: Read
pages 157-159 in Human Geography, Book I .-^Make a summary of the
important facts contained in these pages, and present your summary
to the class. (The reading indicated in the preceding assignment
is as follows:
"We have already seen that the fishing vessels helped the
people of New England to sell their goods, and brought them raw
materials for their factories. This gave manufacturing an early
start. The many good hprbors on the crooked coast also helped very
1/ Smith, op. cit., p. 157-159.
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much in this, for ships can make a landing close to any town that is
near the New England shore. Some countries have long, straight coasts
with no place for a ship to land. Mew England also had another great
help in starting her factories. Almost every New England river and
creek has many waterfalls, so that it was easy for the people to have
water wheels in many, many places to run their factories. That is why
New England has so many cities rather than a few big ones. But there
is now so much manufacturing in New England that many of the factories in
southern New England are run by coal, instead of by water.
"New England has no mines of coal or metal. She has to buy both
of these things. Therefore she makes metals into fine and costly goods
to sell, so that a little metal brings a lot of money. Look at some
boxes in the hardware store, and you will see many Connecticut, Rhode
Island, and Massachusetts names. These states send all over the United
States, and all over the world, skates, rifles, pistols, cartridges,
hardware (Bridgeport, Connecticut)
,
machinery (V.'orcester, Massachusetts)
,
clocks (Waltham, Massachusetts) , and brass goods and jewelry (Providence,
Rhode Island) .
"The skilled workers of New England make so many, many kinds of
things that the mere list of them would fill two chapters of a book.
In the one city of Worcester, Massacnusetts, the census taker found that
the people were manufacturing 2200 different articles.
"You remember that the highlands of New England are a forest
country, where lumbermen in logging camps pile logs beside the streams
for the spring log drive. Many of these logs are made into paper, in mills
beside the waterfalls. Sometimes, when heavy snows block the New England
(
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& railroads, the newspapers of New York and Philadelphia do not have
paper enough to print all the advertising they can get.
"The industries of New England show how each group of states
depends on every other group. In Fall River, New Bedford, and
Lowell, Massachusetts, are great cotton mills, where thousands of
men, women, and big boys and girls earn their living by making cloth
from Southern cotton and selling it to people in Maryland, Montana,
and other states. Lawrence, Massachusetts, and Providence have many
mills making cloth out of wool that comes from the Plateau States and
from far-away Australia and Argentina. For many years New England
made more cloth than all the rest of the United States, and even now
every dry goods store has New England thread or fabric in it.
"The people of Massachusetts used to wear shoes made from the
skins of their own enimals. Now the city of Boston is a greet
leather market, to which ships bring skins from many foreign countries.
In Boston and neighboring cities, tanneries make the skins into
leather, and huge factories turn the leather into boots and shoes
that go to millions of people who do not live in New England—even
to people in Australia and other countries across the sea.
"The New England factories have needed so many workers that
people have come to work in them from Portugal, Italy, Poland,
Ireland, Canada, and other countries. One can hear foreign languages
in many New England factory towns."-^/
There can be no doubt that the manufacturing industry in New
England is of vital importance to the rest of the country. Do you
1/ Smith, op. cit., p. 157-159.
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realize that there are twenty-two items of which New England produces
over twenty per cent of the total U. S. output? An examination of
the following table may serve to make this realization clearer to you.
New England really does a great deal in the way of supplying the rest
of the country with essential manufactured products.
Items of Which New England Produces Over
20% of the Total United States Output 1/
Per Cent Product
63 Firearms
62 Wool and Hair Manufactures
62 Cotton Narrow Goods
56 Boot and Shoe Findings
52 Textile Machinery
49 Silverware and Plateware
43 N on-Ferrous Metals except Aluminum
43 Cutlery
39 Jewelry
35 Clocks
34 Boots and Shoes ( other than rubber)
30 Hats ( except cloth)
25 Blacking, Stains, and Dressing
24 Hardware
24 Needles, Pins
24 Sporting Goods (other than firearms)
23 Tools (not including edge tools)
23 Men's, Boys' Clothing
22 Cotton Manufactures
22 Marble, Slate, and Granite
20 Wire
20 Paper
We must remember that only the chief manufactured products have
been mentioned. There are vast numbers of other kinds of products
which were not mentioned because they are not made in sufficient
quantity to compete with these other products. Just by way of indicating
1/ The New England Council, New England's Record. The New England Council.
Boston, 1943, p. 2.
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the variety of products made in one city alone, let us look for a
moment at this list of all industries employing over fifty workers
within the city of Springfield Show the pupils such a list published
by the Chamber of Commerce, Springfield, or substitute a similar list
for any other city.)
Here is a map of Massachusetts. (Distribute mimeographed maps
of the state.) Let us locate the following cities and irdicate the
chief manufactured product or products or each. The cities are:
Lawrence, Lowell, Winchendon, Fall Kiver, New Bedford, Brockton, Lynn,
Waltham, Ashland, Holyoke, Westfield, V»orcester, Springfield, Gardner,
Mtleboro, Framingham, Charlestown, Southbridge, ^ingham, Quincy.
As another part of the assignment, select any one industry carried
on in Massachusetts and write a report on that industry. Try to
illustrate your report with pictures. Your report should include
information concerning the selected industry as follows:
Early start and development of the industry.
Section where it is mostly carried on and why?
Source of raw materials.
Process of manufacture.
Where the manufactured articles are shipped and for what they are used.
What you think the future of that industry will be. Give reasons.
Any other pertinent material you can find.
We need a volunteer committee to carry on the following experiment.
Each person on the committee is to select a daily paper published in
Massachusetts. You should each choose a different paper so there will
1/ Springfield Chamber of Commerce, Manufactures in Springfield and
Vicinity With Fifty or More Employees. Springfield Chamber of Commerce.
Springfield, Mass., 1943.
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not be unnecessary duplication of work. Read the Help Wanted Ads in
those papers for three consecutive days. Make a list of the different
kinds of manufacturing industries represented by these ads. You will
be surprised at the number of different industries represented. Plan
to report your findings to the class.
Summary of the assignment for this part.— The assignment for
this part of our study includes the following exercises:
1. Investigate and report on the following question: Vvhat conditions
prevail in Massachusetts which make the state a region particularly
suited to the development of manufacturing? This work is to be
done by a committee.
2. Each of fourteen committees will study b map to determine the
chief cities of a given county, make a list of the products
manufactured in those cities, and report the findings to the
rest of the class.
3. Read, summarize, and report on pages 157-159 of Human Geography,
Book I .-^This work is to be done by an individual pupil.
4. On a mimeographed map of Massachusetts locate a given list of
cities and indicate the chief manufactured products of each of
those cities.
5. Select any one industry carried on in Massachusetts. Investigate
that industry and reuort your findings to the class. This work
is to be done by individual pupils or by committees.
6. Study the Help Wanted Ads in certain Massachusetts newspapers and
report on the different kinds of industries represented therein.
This work is to be done by a volunteer committee.
f
1/ Smith, op. cit., p. 157-159.

The Tourist Industry in Massachusetts
Our tourist attractions.— Another industry which brings
hundreds of thousands of dollars a year to Massachusetts people
is the tourist industry. Can you suggest how this industry is
related to natural resources? How has the war affected the tourist
industry? What are some of the kinds of businesses which are
dependent for a large part of their success upon the tourist trade?
Why do you suppose Massachusetts is so attractive to tourists? Do
you think that we who live in Massachusetts have as much interest
in our historical shrines and are as well acquainted with them as
we should be?
Suppose that someone from another part of the country, perhaps
from California, came to visit you. Suppose that person wanted to
visit some of the historical shrines of Massachusetts. Would you
know where to take your visitor? Would you know enough about the
various points of interest to conduct your visitor on a worthwhile,
interesting tour—supposing, of course, that you had the time and
the travel facilities to tour the state? Let us make a list of the
places you think would be worth visiting. (The pupils will name
various places they have visited and we will list them on the board.
Ask for some detailed informHtion exolaining the significance of
the spot each pupil suggests. Be sure that they know the location
of each place.)
When we have the list completed, we will ask each pupil in the
class to find out in some detail the chief facts of interest concerning
one of the places on the list. Mr ice the reports brief but informative.
i
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Then in class each pupil will report the facts about the place he has
investigated. Remember that illustrative material, pictures, post cards,
travel folders, rosters, etc. will make your report more interesting
and informative.
Probably the list which the pupils build in class will include
at least the following points of interest: Plymouth Rock, The Paper
House (Pigeon Cove) , The House of the Seven Gables, Old North Church,
Old South Church, Faneuil Hall, State House, Homes of Alcott, Emerson,
Hawthorne, and Thoreau, Miles Standish Monument (Duxbury), Old Oatcen
Bucket (Scituate) , John Alden House (Duxbury) , Adams Houses, Revere
Beach, Nantasket Beach, Provincetown, Fisherman's Statue (Gloucester),
Wayside Inn (Sudbury), Harvard University (Glass Flowers), Mohawk Trail,
Fort Massachusetts, The Constitution, Concord Bridge, Lexington Green,
Storrowton (West Suringfield)
,
y,uinnebaug Village, Quabbin Reservoir,
Wachusett Reservoir, Boston Common and Garden, Tanglewood, Bunker ^ill
Monument, Mt. Greylock, Westover Field, Old Deerfield, Massachusetts
State College, Walden Pond, and any other places which the pupils may
suggest.
Summary of the assignment for this part .— The assignment for
this part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Make a list of the chief tourist attractions in Massachusetts.
This will be done through class discussion and suggestions from
the pupils.
2. Each pupil will select one of the places on the list and gather
more detailed information about that particular place and make
a report to the class.
L\
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Suggested Activities
These suggested activites are to be carried on by the class as
a whole, or by committees , or by individual pupils.
1. Make a collection of various forest products of New England.
2. Make a collection of various paper products made in New England.
3. Make a poster indicating the uses of some of our forest products.
4. Make a noster depicting some phase of conservation.
5. Bring in pictures, stories, newspaper or magazine articles
concerning topics related to our forests.
6. Make a report on any of the suggested readings in the bibliography.
7. Bring saraples of the bark and leaves of the forest trees common
in Massaonusetts and show them to the class and identify them.
8. Bring in samples of rocks and minerals found in Massachusetts.
9. Make a map of Massachusetts showing the location of some of the
chief quarries.
10. Make a report on How Granite is Quarried and For What It Is Used.
11. Bring current newspaper and magazine articles or pictures concerning
mineral resources of Massachusetts or New England to class to be
read and posted on the bulletin board.
1?-. Visit a Natural History Museum, if transportation facilities permit.
13. Visit an aquarium, if transportation facilities permit.
14. Bring materials for the bulletin board or display table concerning
the fishing industry.
15. If you know anyone who has had the soil of his farm analyzed, make
a report to the class on the composition of that soil.
i
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16. Arrange to send a sample of Southbridge soil to Massachusetts
State College, Amherst, for analysis. Report the results to
the class.
17. Find out what crops are raised in our section of Massachusetts
and make a report telling how the soil determines the crops raised.
18. Obtain and read government publications on soil conservation and
report your findings to the class.
19. If you have ever visited the Desert of Maine, bring in pictures
and folders describing it. Tell the class of your visit and
indicate some of the various explanations offered for the existence
of this phenomenon.
20. In class, keep a daily record of the thermometer and barometer
readings for a period of two weeks. Watch to see whether we can
foretell storms by the changing barometer. Check to see whether
long range prognostications suchas are found in certain calendars
and almanacs are anywhere near accurate.
81. Bring some sample weather maps to school and explain to the class
how to read and interpret them.
22. Make a map showing the various kinds of soil in Massachusetts.
23. Visit a modern dairy plant to see the equipment for pasteurizing
and bottling milk. If this visit is made by an individual nupil
or by a committee, they should prepare to give a report to the class.
24. Submit plans for a victory garden which could be used here in
Southbridge.
25. Visit Massachusetts State College (if transportation facilities
permit) and report on the various agricultural pursuits carried on
there
.
J
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26. Consult Massachusetts State College for pamphlet materials
published to aid farmers in Massachusetts.
27. Bring pictures or cliopings concerning various nhases of farm
life in Massachusetts.
28. Plan a model of one of the various kinds of farms we have
been studying.
29. Explain to the class how you would select a site for a
particular type of farm and how yo;: would equip it. Use
illustrations to supplement your work.
30. Make a poster illustrating some particular ohase of farm life.
31. l&ake a report, either written or oral, on one of the suggested
readings, or on some other reading of your own choice concerning
the topic of agriculture. Have your selection approved by the
teacher before you make your report.
32. Visit some local industrial plant and learn about the processes
involved in manufacturing their particular product.
33. Bring samples of raw materials and then the finished products of
the factories of Massachusetts. For example, samples of unscoured
wool, wool roping, woolen yarn, and finished cloth.
34. Bring pictures showing the steps in the manufacturing process of
any article made in Massachusetts.
t
35. Make a poster showing the transportation involved in jetting
certain raw materials to the factory, and getting the firished
products to the consumer.
36. If you have worked in any of the local factories, preoare to tell
the class about the kind of work you did.
I
37. Make a poster showing how modern mechanical inventions have taken
the nlace of hand labor in some Massachusetts industry such as
shoe making.
53. Make a graph showing the changing output of some particular
manufactured product in Massachusetts during the nest few years.
Offer some possible explanation for the increase or decrease or
stability of production.
39. Investigate to find out where many of the raw materials used
in our factories come from. Indicate these places on an outline
map of the world, or prepare to report to the class and tell
them where the various materials come from and use the wall map
for pointing out the routes by which the materials are likely
to be shipped to Massachusetts.
40. Read about and make a report on the early Lowell Factory System.
41. If you have seen a short movie recently shewing the processes
involved or recent improvements made in the manufacture of some
product made in Massachusetts, prepare to report what you saw
to the class.
42. Bring a collection of travel folders and posters illustrating
places of interest in Massachusetts.
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CHAPTER IV
MASSACHUSETTS IN NATIONAL DEFENSE
Aims and Description of This Unit
The aims of this unit .— The aims of this unit are
1. To teach the pupils what various products essential to national
defense are made in Massachusetts factories.
2. To acquaint pupils somewhat with the various organizations for
civilian defense which are operating in our state.
3. To get pupils to investigate various phases of national defense
in Massachusetts such as the following:
The production of firearms
—
particularly the Garand rifle.
The production of airplanes and the air bases being developed.
The various types of sh.iDS built in our shipyards.
The Battleship Massachusetts
The newcomer to our navy, the aircraft carrier.
The various army camps of Massachusetts.
4. Through the exercises included in the assignment to develop the
realization that Massachusetts really does play an important part
in national defense.
The description of this unit.— This unit includes the following
material:
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from committee and individual reports.
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Information derived from recommended reading.
Information presented by the teacher to the class.
Work to be done by pupils
Make a list of the various products manufactured in
Massachusetts for national defense.
Make a list of other defense organizations active in
Massachusetts
.
Report on the services rendered by the civilian defense
organizations in Massachusetts.
Investigate and report on the following ohases of national
defense: firearms, aimlanes, ships, the battleship Massa-
chusetts, aircraft carriers, army camps.
Introductory Remarks to the Pupils
We have been studying the natural resources of Massachusetts and
their related industries. We had pointed out the relationship between
our natural resources and the manufacturing industry. Now in time of
war the manufacturing industry of Massachusetts plays a vital part in
national defense. Most of our factories are converted to defense work.
Old manufacturing plants have been drastically enlarged. Vital industrie
already established have been expanded tremendously. New manufacturing
industries have been introduced. A vast amount of conversion and
reorganization has taken place.
Let us see how many different kinds of products made in Massachusett
end used in national defense we can list. Vv'hat various industries are
involved? (We will have a list on the board including industries like
i
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the following: airplane parts, Pratt and Whitney; motorcycles, Indian
Motorcycle Company; precision parts and tools, Perkins Gear and Machine;
firearms, the Armory; ships, the shipyards; woolen cloth for uniforms,
woolen mills.)
From this brief consideration we can see that Massachusetts
contributes a great deal to national defense through her manufacturing
industries, but there are other aspects of defense besides manufacturing.
What are some of the organizations in Massachusetts doing other kinds
of defense work? Let us list them. (We will have a list somewhat as
follows: air raid wardens, blood donors, motor corps, canteens, the
U. S. 0.)
We will assign either individuals or committees to find out some-
thing about the functions of these organizations and report their findings
to the class.
Committee Assignments
Investigations and reports .— Let us organize committees to
investigate and report on the following topics concerning national
defense: firearms, airplanes, ships, the battleship Massachusetts,
aircraft carriers, army camps. Here are a few remarks and suggestions
which may help you in the preparation of your reports.
Firearms .— There are many factories in New England engaged in
the production of firearms and ammunition. One of outstanding interest
is the Springfield Armory, because it is there that the new Garand
rifle has been developed and is being produced by the thousands. The
U. S. Armory at Springfield has been enormously increased in size
during the past four years. Huge new buildings have been erected and
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the production of rifles has been greatly increased. The Armory has
a fine collection of small firearms.
It may be helpful for you to reed current magazine articles
concerning the Garand rifle. Also you might want to read Longfellow»
s
poem "The Arsenal at Springfield" which was inspired by the small arms
museum. You can find articles concerning firearm production in many
newspapers almost every day, if you watch for them. They will be
helpful to you in making your report.
Airplanes .— During the past few years there has been built at
Chicopee a new army air field where many of our young aviators are
trained. This field has developed rapidly in size and is now one of
Massachusetts' chief aviation training centers. Other bases have been
built in other parts of Massachusetts. There is a naval air base at
Squantum, and at South Weymouth there is a base for the lighter-than-air
craft, the navy blimps. Current magazine articles, newspaper items,
and information you may gather by talking with other well-informed
people will be helpful in preparing your report.
Remember that in addition to the air fields, there are important
industrial plants here which make airplane parts. You might inquire
for information about the new Pratt and Whitney plant being built in
Springfield.
Ships .— Massachusetts has always been of great importance in the
shipbuilding industry. The old frigate Constitution was built at the
Hartt Shipyard where the Charles River enters the sea by the four Hartt
brothers, Edmund, Edward, Zephanieh, and Ralph. Captain Samuel Nichol-
son was appointed long before the frigate was completed. Except for

the oaken timbers, she was constructed completely of materials obtained
in Massachusetts. After bidding unsuccessfully for Dedham oak,
purchaser J. T. Morg8n bought the oak from Georgia. The anchors were
forged at Hanover, of Massachusetts iron. The sails were made on
Brimstone Corner, Boston. Edmund Thayer built the gun carriages. On
September 20, 1797, many notables, including John Adams of Quincy,
gathered to witness the launching. But due to unpredictable engineering
difficulties, the heavy ship would not slide down the ways. So the
launching had to be postponed. A second attempt also proved a failure.
However, at the third trial, on October 21 of the same year, the
Constitution was successfully launched. Ever since the days of 1797
Massachusetts has held an important place in the shipbuilding industry
of America.
In your report it would be well to mention the chief shipyards
of Massachusetts and also to tell about the kinds of ships built here.
Prepare to tell the difference between the various types of warships
such as the battleship, cruiser, destroyer, etc. Find out how the
various kinds of ships are named. This is interesting to know, because
then you can tell the type of ship simply by hearing its name.
The Battleship Massachusetts.— Find out where the Massachusetts
was built, when she was launched, how much she weighed, whether or Dot
other ships weigh more. The present day battleship is not the first
ship to bear the name Massachusetts. Another ship of the same name was
launched as early as 1789, and it was at that time America's largest
ship. Do you remember when we collected money for the present
Massachusetts? What was the money used for? Do you recall the name
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of the Cocmander of the ship?
The aircraft carrier ,— The aircraft carrier is taking a position
of great importance in the present war. It provides a moving base
where planes may land and refuel and await the appropriate time for
attack. These huge floating "air fields" are considerably lighter
than battleships and have more speed. Their lack of protective armor
makes them more vulnerable to attack by bombs and torpedoes. Aircraft
carriers are usually named after battlefields. Can you think of any
exceptions? See how many of our aircraft carriers you can name. There
are two carriers bearing the names of battlefields in Massachusetts.
Can you name them? (Lexington and Bunker Hill) It would be very help-
ful in preparing your report if you were to read nThe New Queen of the
Seas* by Melville Bell Grosvenor, The National Geographic Magazine
,
July, 1942M
Army camps .— Lit:e the other states of the Union, Massachusetts
has its army camps. The best known are Camp Levens at Ayer and Camp
Edwards near Bourne. Camp Devens serves as the induction station
for New England selectees. There are other camps about which you may know
through friends of yours who are stationed there. You need not limit your
report to any particular camp. Simply investigate to accumulate some
information concerning the camps in which you are particularly interested
or concerning army camps in general. Pictures, excerpts from letters,
items from magazines and newspapers will all add interest to your report.
Summary of the assignment for this part .— The assignment for this
part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1/ Melville Bell Grosvenor, "The New ^.ueen of the Seas", The National
Geographic Magazine , Vol. LXXXII (July, 1942) . p. 1-50.
(
Make a list of the various products mede in Massachusetts and
used for nationel defense. This is to be done in class through
cl8ss discussion and suggestions.
Make a list of other defense services being rendered by the
people of Massachusetts through civilian defense organizations.
This is also to be done in class through discussion and suggestions.
Learn about the services rendered by these groups and report your
findings to the class. This will be done by individuals or
committees, each individual or committee concerning itself with
one of the organizations listed.
Investigate and make a report on the following chases of national
defense: firearms, airplanes, ships, the battleship Massachusetts,
aircraft carriers, army camps. This work is to be done by
committees, each assigned to one of the preceding topics.
Suggested Activities
These activities are to be carried on by the class as a whole,
by committees, or by individual pupils.
If you have served on any civilian defense organization, renort
to the class concerning the work you did or are doing.
If you have worked in any defense industry, tell the class about
your experience.
Make a collection of pictures showing the various kinds of air-
planes in service.
Make a collection of pictures showing the various kinds of war-
ships in service.
(
5. Investigate and report to the class information on the following
topic: What Can the High School Boys and Girls Do For National
Defense?
6. Bring newspaper clippings or pictures concerning various Phases
of national defense for our bulletin board.
7. Make a report, either written or oral, on any of the readings
suggested, or on readings not listed but definitely related to
the subject of national defense. There is a wealth of valuable
material available in current magazines, books, and newspapers.
8. Make a poster illustrating some t)hase of national defense which
we have been discussing.
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CHAPTER V
TRANSPORTATION IN MASSACHUSETTS
Aims and Description of This Unit
The aims of this unit .— The aims of this unit are
To teach pupils what chief railroad lines serve Massachusetts.
To teach pupils what parts of the state the various railroads
serve.
To teach pupils how to read time tables.
To teach pupils how to plan trips by railroad to various places
in Massachusetts.
To teach pupils what major through highways serve Massachusetts.
To teach pupils what parts of the state these highways serve.
To teach pupils how to read and interpret road maps and how to
follow route signs.
To teach pupils how to plan auto or bus trips to various places
in Massachusetts.
To teach pupils how to olan trips involving both means of trans-
portation, railroad and bus.
To acquaint the pupils somewhat with the air service offered in
Massachusetts.
The description of this unit .— This unit is divided into sections
follows:
Railroads in Massachusetts, including
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Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from the study of time tables
published by the railroads serving Massachusetts.
Work to be done by pupils
Make a map indicating the routes of the various
railroads serving Massachusetts.
Learn to read and interpret time tables.
Make a report on one of a suggested list of
topics relating to the subject of railroads.
Answer a set of questions concerning the rail-
roads by the use of time tables.
Highways of Massachusetts, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived through the study of road
maps of Massachusetts.
Work to be done by pupils
Make a map indicating the chief highways which
serve Massachusetts.
Learn to read and interpret road maps.
Learn how to follow route signs and plan trips
by use of the maps and signs.
Make a report on the influence of improved roads
on agriculture, manufacturing, and the tourist
industry in Massachusetts.
\
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Make a report on legislation designed to increase
safety on our highways.
Answer a set of questions concerning the highways of
Massachusetts and involving the use of road maps.
Airways in Massachusetts, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from the study of airline
maps and schedules.
Work to be done by pupils
Make a map indicating the chief airways which
serve Massachusetts and New England.
write a report on some suggested topic concerning
aviation.
Introductory Remarks to the Pupils
Note: This approach should be varied to suit the particular
situation and time of year. In the class for which these units
are intended the wortc on this particular unit will nrobably be
covered in the fall term during the football season. This is the
reason for the use of the following introductory remarks.
You all saw our football g&me Saturday. The team looked
pretty good on the field. Sometimes boys from our school hove made
good records on college football teams. Can you name a few of these
boys and tell for which college they played? (In this particular
case, they will in all probability mention one of our boys who played
#
t
1 :
brilliantly for Holy Cross.) Suppose that our class wanted to form
a party to attend a B.C. —Holy Cross football game to be played in
Boston. How could we make arrangements to go? Suppose we were to
use other means of transportation than a chartered bus. What do we
need to know about the transportation service? Through class dis-
cussion we will decide we need to know some of the following things:
What methods of transportation are available?
What is the comparative cost of each?
What is the time schedule for each?
What are the comparative conveniences and comforts of each?
Do you know how we could go about getting this information? After we
have collected the information, we eve in a position to decide which
means of transportation is most suitable for our particular trip.
Can you think of other situations when you would need to make use of
various means of transportation and when such information as we have
mentioned above would be valuable?
During the next few days let us try to acquaint ourselves with
the various transportation facilities available for use in Massa-
chusetts. However, furing this study we must keep in mind that our
transportation system is being continually affected by the present
war conditions. Schedules may be upset. Comfort may be decreased
because of crowded carriers. Shortages of gasoline, tires, coal, and
steel matce it difficult to keep pre-war schedules and also make it
difficult to get new equipment or to repair old equipment by replace-
ment of outworn parts. Accordingly, we will study our transportation
system as we knew it before the war, and we will note the modifications

Railroads in Massachusetts
Our chief railroads .— Massachusetts has excellent transportation
facilities. Its people are served by airways, railroads, bus lines,
trucks, and thousands of private cars traveling the well-surfaced high-
ways. The people are served within the cities by trolley cars, busses,
elevated railroads, and subways.
In our study of transportation, let us first consider the chief
railroads of the state.
Do you know where the first railroad in Massachusetts was built
and for what specific purpose it was constructed? The first railroad
in Massachusetts was built at Quincy to carry granite from the quarry
to the Nepcnset River, from there, the granite was taken to Boston
to be used in the construction of Bunker Hill monument.
Do you know four of the chief railroads which serve Massachusetts?
The Boston and Maine, traveling east and west through the northern part
of the state; the Boston and Albany, a branch of the New ^ork Central,
traveling east and west through southern Massachusetts; the New ^ork,
New Haven, and Hartford, serving eastern Massachusetts and Cape Cod;
and the Central Vermont, traveling north and south through the central
part of the state.
You know that these railroads publish timetables which give
information about the times of departure and arrival of trains, the
station stops, and the train accommodations. Where can we obtain
these timetables? We have some here in our file cabinet in the class-
room. If you cannot obtain a timetable for your own study, you may
use those provided here in the classroom. Let us exairine these time-
1
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tables to discover exactly what cities and towns the various railroad
lines serve.
Map assignments .— Here is a map of Massachusetts. (Distribute
mimeographed mans of the state.) Unon these maps we will nlot the
routes of the four chief railroads, we will locate the principle
cities and towns through which these railroad lines pass.
For the Boston and maine line, let us locate the following cities.
Print their names on the map where they belong and indicate their
location with a dot. These ere the cities: Boston, Concord, Ayer,
Fitchburg, Gardner, Athol, Orange, Greenfield, North Adams, Williams-
town. Now connect the dots indicating the location of these cities
with a solid blue line. This line will indicate the route of the
Boston and Maine railroad.
Now let us locate the chief cities of the Boston and Albany
line. These cities are: Boston, Framingham, Worcester, Springfield,
Westfield, Pittsfield. Join these cities with a solid red line to
indicate the route of the Boston and Albany railroad.
Several branches of the New York, New Haven, end Hartford
Railroad serve eastern Massachusetts. Let us locate some of the
principle cities and towns served by this line. We will indicate
three branches of this line. They are as follows: first, Boston,
Mansfield, ^ttleboro, to Providence; second, Boston, Mansfield,
Taunton, New Bedford; third, Boston, Middleboro, Buzzard* s Bay,
Yarmouth, Provincetown. Join these cities with solid orange lines
to indicate the routes of the New York, New Haven, end Hartford lines
in Massachusetts.
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Now let us locate the chief towns along the Central Vermont
line. These towns are: Palmer, Belchertown, Millers Falls, North-
field. Connect these towns with a solid green line to show the route
of the Central Vermont railroad in Massachusetts.
Related reports .— As a second part of this assignment, write
a report on one of the following topics or on a related topic of
your own choice. If the topic you choose is not on the list, secure
the approval of your teacher before you write your essay. Here ere
the suggested topics.
The Development of Railroad Transportation
Modern Railroad Equipment and Service
The Engineer' s Job
Telegraphy in our Railroad System
Workers on the Railroad
What the Freight Train Carries
The Story of the Railroad
The Train Dispatcher
My Railroad Trip to
h Day in the Life of the Station Agent
A Large Metropolitan Eeilroed Station
A Small Country Railroad Station
yuestions on the railroads .— For the third part of this assign-
ment, answer this set of questions concerning the railroads of Massa-
chusetts. (Distribute mimeographed question sheets.)
1. What are the chief railroads of Massachusetts?
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2. What part of the state does e^ch of these railroads serve?
3. Secure timetables for these railroads or use the ones provided in
the classroom to answer the following questions.
a. At what time does Train 33 lesve Boston for Worcester?
b. How long does it take to go by Train 63 from Boston to
Greenfield?
c. What railroad would you use in making a trip from North Adams
to Fitchburg?
d. How far is it from Boston to Springfield?
e. What is the number of the train which leaves Worcester for
Boston at 12: 5C p.m. daily except Sunday?
f . Is Train 110 from Worcester to Boston a local or an express?
g. Which railroad line would you use in traveling from Boston to
New Bedford?
h. At what time does Train 59 which leaves Boston at 3:30 p.m.
weekdays arrive in North Adams?
i. At what time could you get e train from Springfield which would
arrive in Boston in time for a 5:30 p.m. appointment?
j. What does the small letter s indicate next to the time of
arrival of Train 59 from Boston at Palmer?
4. Here is a list of cities and towns through which the chief railroads
of the state pass. In the space next to each city or town, write
the name of the railroad or railroads which pass through that place.
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Summary of the assignment for this part .— The assignment for this
part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. On an outline raap of Massachusetts plot the routes of the chief
railroads wh'.ch serve our state. This will be done during the
class period through the study of the timetables and through
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The next highway we will plot is Route 6. The chief cities on
this route are: Providence, R. I., Fall River, New Bedford, 7/areham,
Sagamore, Provincetown. This route is called the Roosevelt Highway.
It extends from New York to Provincetown and serves the Cape Cod section
of Massachusetts.
Notice that the north and south routes are numbered with odd numbers
used consecutively. The first route is Route 1. The chief cities are:
Providence, R. I., Boston, Newburyport. This route extends along the
east coast from New Brunswick to Key West.
Route 3, our next north-south route, passes through these cities:
Boston (whence it extends north to Nashua, N. H.), Plymouth, Sagamore
(where it meets route 6).
Route 5 serves central Massachusetts. The chief cities served are:
Springfield, Northampton, Greenfield, Brattleboro (Vt.). These U. S.
highways are, of course, not confined to Massachusetts. They simply
cross through Massachusetts from other states.
Route 7 serves 'Vestern Massachusetts. The chief cities of this
highway are: Great Barrington, Pittsfield, North Adams, Burlington (Vt.).
Related reports .— As the second part of this assignment, write an
essay explaining the value of improved roads to agriculture, manufacturing,
and the tourist industry.
As part three of this assignment, explain what your state is doing to
promote safety on its highways. Include such things as legislation
regulating speed; compulsory brake, lights, and tire inspection; cons-
truction of rotary traffic circles and overpasses and underpasses.
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discussion and directed class activity.
2. Write a report on some suggested or related topic concerning the
railroads of Massachusetts.
3. Answer the series of questions concerning the railroads of Massa-
chusetts by referring to the timetables studied and maps constructed
in the preceding parts of the assignment.
Highways of Massachusetts
Our chief highways .— T.Ve have spent some time now studying about
the railroad systems which serve Massachusetts, but up until the
present time many of you have probably traveled very little by rail-
road. Most of your traveling has been done by motor bus or by private
car. The convenience and comfort of travel by bus or car depends in
a large measure upon the kinds of highways upon which they must be
driven.
Massachusetts is served by an intricate network of highways, most
of them smooth and well surfaced. Just a casual glance at any road map
of our state will show you that there are literally hundreds of roads
weaving back and forth throughout the state, linking even the tiniest
village with the larger cities and towns and with the main trunk high-
ways. The more important of these routes are labelled with route
numbers. Can you tell why? In our study we will consider only a few
of the main highways which cross our state. The routes we are going
to study are Routes 20, 9, 2, and 6 extending east and west, and Routes
1, 3| 5, and 7 extending north and south.
t
Map assignment .— Here is a map of Massachusetts. (Distribute
mimeographed outline maps of the state.) On this map we will plot
the highways just as we did the railroads. Let us plot the east-
west highways first. Print the names of the cities on the map where
they belong and indicate their location with a dot. The first route
we will plot is Route 2. These are the cities to be located: Boston,
Concord, Ayer, Fitchburg, Athol, Turners Falls, Greenfield, North Adams.
Between Greenfield and North Adams this route is known as the Mohawk
Trail and is a very scenic drive. In normal times thousands of tourists
drive over the Mohawk Trail each year. What railroad follows approxi-
mately this same route? Join the cities of this route with a solid
line. Label it Route 2 and label the Mohawk Trail.
Next, let us plot Route 9. The cities are: Boston, Worcester,
Ware, Northampton, Dalton, Pittsfield. The eastern part of this
route is a broad six-lane highway with a grass plot dividing the
lanes. It is known as the Boston-Worcester Turnpike. Join the cities
on this highway with a solid line, preferably in a different color
from the preceding route. Label this highway Route 9.
We will now plot Route 20. This is the main highway which most
closely approaches Southbridge. The cities on this highway are:
Boston, Marlboro, Worcester, Sturbridge, Springfield, Westfield,
Lee, Pittsfield. From Westfield to Pittsfield this route is the well-
known Jacob's Ladder. This highway has recently been widened between
Brimfield and Palmer, and there are plans to continue this reconstruc-
tion at a later date.
t*
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Questions on the highways .— Here is a set of questions concerning
the highways of Massachusetts. (Distribute mimeographed question sheets.)
You will find a road map of great help in answering these questions.
1. Suppose you were to drive a car from North Adams to Provincetown
.
You wish to go as directly as possible. Tell exactly what routes
you would take for the trip.
2. Suppose you were to drive a car from Southbridge to Greenfield.
Tell what routes you would follow.
3. Suppose you were to drive from Southbridge to itfewburyport . Tell
what routes you would follow.
A. Here is a list of cities and towns. After each city or town write
the number of the main route or routes passing through that place.
a. Southbridge 1. Spencer
b. Middleboro m. Williamstown
c. Ware n. Great Barrington
d. Eastharapton o. Billerica
e. Marlboro P. Athol
f. Andover °» Amherst
g. Gloucester r. Goshen
h. Truro s. Adams
i. Newburyport t. Sheffield
j. Bridgewater u. Auburn
k. Agawam v. Petersham
i
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v/. Ayer y. Attleboro
x. Winchendon
Summary of the assignment for this part ,— The assignment for this
part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. On an outline map of Massachusetts plot the chief highways which
serve the state. This will be done in class through the use of
road maps.
2. V/rite an essay on the Value of Improved Roads to Agriculture,
Manufacturing, and the Tourist Industry.
3. Explain what your state is doing to promote safety on its highways.
4. Answer the questions which appear on the mimeographed sheet.
Airways in Massachusetts
Air service .— (In this unit, aviation is to be considered purely
from a civilian transportation point of view. It has been discussed
in the unit on National Defense with reference to the part it is play-
ing in the war.
)
V/e have spent some time studying about the railroads and highways
of Massachusetts. There is another means of transportation with -itfiich
most of us are less familiar through first-hand experience—travel by
airplane. How many of you have ever been up in an airplane? Can you
tell the class a little about your experience? Did you travel for
some distance? V/hat are the advantages of travel by plane? Yftiy do
you think we do not travel more commonly by plane? Let us see what
airlines serve Massachusetts. Remember as we study these airlines in
Massachusetts that usually people use planes when they are traveling
«•
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for a rather long distance and when time is an important consideration.
Few people would, even in normal times, use the airplane to fly from
one place to another within the boundaries of a state so small in area
as Massachusetts.
The major airlines which serve New England are: American airlines,
United Airlines, and the Boston-Maine Central Vermont Airways.
Map assignment .— Let us consider for a time, using Boston as the
central point, the airways which serve Massachusetts. Let us plot these
on a map. (Distribute mimeographed maps of Massachusetts.) The American
Airlines have four branches emanating from Boston. They are as follows:
first, Boston, Springfield, Albany; second, Boston, Hartford, New York
City; third, Boston, Providence, Hartford, New York City; fourth, Boston,
New York City. There is also a connecting branch between Springfield
and Hartford. Join those cities on the map to indicate this branch.
The United Airlines has a branch extending between New York City
and Boston, as has the American Airlines.
The Boston-Maine Central Vermont Airways serve northern New England.
There are two main branches as follows: first, Boston, Concord, Burling-
ton; second, Boston, Portland, Augusta, Bangor, Houlton, Caribou.
Related reports .— As a second part of this assignment, write a
report on one of the following topics or on a related topic of your
own choice. If you select a topic which does not appear on this list,
secure your teacher's approval before going ahead with your work. The
topics are:
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My Airplane Trip
The Inventors of the Airplane
Heroes of the Air (or any one outstanding aviator)
Adventures in the Air
The Airplane Hostess
A Busy Airport
A Day in the Life of a Pilot
.."eather and Aviation
The Air Mail Service
Aerial Photography
Summary of the assignment for this part ,— The assignment for this
part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Plot a map of the chief airways serving l^assachusetts and Uew England.
This will be done in class through discussion and the study of maps
of the various airlines.
2. '.Vrite an essay on one of the suggested topics or on some related
topic of your own choice.
Suggested Activities
These activities are to be carried on by the class as a whole,
or by committees, or by individual pupils.
1. Plan and present an itinerary for a round trip from Southbridge
to some distant point. Consider time, cost, convenience, comfort,
and various types of service available. Explain why you planned
the itinerary as you did.
t
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2. Bring to class folders and advertising material published by the
various railroads which serve Massachusetts.
3. Bring to class pictures showing the development of railroads since
the early 1800' s.
4. If you have ever ridden through the Hoosac Tunnel, prepare to
report to the class what it was like.
5. Present to the class the report which you prepared as part two
of the required assignment on railroads.
6. Report either written or orally on any one of the articles
suggested on the reading list, or on some related article of
your own choice. If you wish to read an article which does
not appear on the list, secure the teacher's approval before
you prepare it for a report.
7. Hake a poster showing the value of some of our traffic laws.
8. Make a list of Massachusetts traffic laws. Comment on the reasons
for and the value of each.
9. Select some highway of Massachusetts and describe points of interest
located along that highway. Illustrate with pictures or post cards.
10. Explain how to read and interpret a road aiap and how to follow
route signs.
11. If you have ever been through the Sumner Tunnel, describe it to the
class.
12. Bring to class maps which show the various airlines of the U. 3. or
the "Yes tern Hemisphere.
13. Bring to class pictures illustrating various phases of aviation.
r
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14. Bring model planes for class exhibition.
15. Report to the class personal experiences you may have had relating
to various phases of aviation.
16. Report either written or orally on any of the suggested readings on
aviation mentioned on the reading list.
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CHAPTER VI
EDUCATION, LITERATURE, MUSIC AND ART
Aims and Description of This Unit
The ains of this unit .— The aims of this unit are
1. To acquaint the pupil with the names and locations of the major
post-secondary schools and colleges of Lfassachusetts.
2. To acquaint pupils with college catalogs and how to use them to
determine entrance requirements and possible future courses of study.
3. To acquaint pupils with the names of some of the major writers of
iiassachusetts.
4. To point out to the pupils that some of the very famous pieces of
American literature were written here in iiassachusetts.
5. To present in class a few short stories or poems written by
Massachusetts authors and to point out how these bits of literature
reflect their Liassachusetts background.
6. To point out specific places which are the settings for well-known
books or poems. For example, The House of the Seven Gables in Salem.
7. To acquaint the pupils with the fact that the Boston Symphony
Orchestra is an important musical organization in the country.
8. To acquaint the pupils with the nature of the annual program of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra.
9. To teach the pupils where the orchestra gives its concerts.
10. To draw the attention of the pupils more specifically to the annual
-148-
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> Worcester Music Festival, and to get them to investigate the usual
programs presented there.
11. To help the pupils discover where they can see exhibits of art in
Massachusetts
.
The description of this unit .— This unit is divided into sections
as follows:
Education in Massachusetts, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from school catalogs.
Information derived from investigations and reports
made by committees and individual pupils.
7ork to be done by pupils
List, classify, and locate the major educational
institutions in Massachusetts.
Investigate and report on some post-secondary school
in Massachusetts.
Report on and discuss the follovdng topic: Factors One
Should Consider ,,Tien Making a Choice as to the School to
Attend After High School.
Literature in Massachusetts, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from reports made by committees
and individual pupils.
r
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Supplementary information given by the teacher during
the class hour.
Work to be done by pupils
List the chief authors who lived in Massachusetts and
mention some of their outstanding works.
Report briefly on the lives and works of selected
Massachusetts authors.
List the chief literary shrines of Massachusetts and
explain the significance of each.
Music in Massachusetts, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from reports made by committees
and individual pupils.
Supplementary information presented by the teacher
during the class hour.
Information derived from certain suggested readings.
Work to be done by pupils
Listen to some recordings made by the Boston Pops Orchestra.
Read, summarize, and report on certain selected readings.
Investigate and report on the V/orcester Music Festival.
Investigate and report on the series of community concernts
held each year in /orcester.
Art in Massachusetts, including
Infomation
Information derived from class discussion.
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1 Information derived from committee and individual reports.
Information derived from reading the art sections of the
newspapers
.
Work to be done by pupils
List the major art museums in Massachusetts.
Read, summarize, and report on pages 59-71 of the
Guide to Boston.^
c
Report on the life and work of Charles Gilbert Stuart
and James Abbott McNeil Whistler.
Investigate and report on art schools in Massachusetts.
Report on the art sections of three Massachusetts Sunday
newspapers.
Education in Massachusetts
Massachusetts, a pioneer state .— Massachusetts was a pioneer in
the field of education. The first schools of our country were located
in Massachusetts. The first high school in the country was the Boston
Latin School, founded in 1635—that is over 300 years ago. The first
college in the United States was Harvard College, founded in I636.
There are many different types of schools in Massachusetts. You are
all familiar with the public elementary and high schools. Let us consider
a few of the types of schools with which you may not be so well acquainted.
Let us see how many different schools other than public elementary
and high schools we can name. (As the pupils suggest the names, I will
write them on the board.) Now let us consider these schools you have
1/ Rand McNally and Company, Guide to Boston . Rand McNally and Company,
New York, 1942. p. 59-71.
r
mentioned for a few minutes. /Vould you say that they are all alike or
could they be divided into several special classifications? Let us go
through our list and see how many different kinds of schools we have
named. Then let us try to assign each of the schools to the particular
class in which it belongs. Let us also try to determine the location
of each school.
Through directed and leading questions, the pupils will probably
establish classes somewhat as follows: Universities and Colleges (private),
Teachers Colleges (state), Professional and Technical Schools, Commercial
Schools, Trade Schools, Junior Colleges, Private Preparatory Academies,
Special Corrective Schools.
Committee Assignments .— TVe will appoint a committee to classify
correctly the schools already listed, to consult the Education Directory
to determine their correct locations, and to add to our list prominent
schools which may have been omitted. This committee will report its
work to the class.
We have several college catalogs here on our bookshelf. Vie will
divide the class into committees. Each committee will study the catalog
of some particular college and will look for answers to the following
questions
:
1. What are the entrance requirements for this particular college?
2. What is the annual tuition of that school?
3. What are the estimated average yearly expenses?
4. Are there opportunities for the students to earn part of
their expenses?
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5. 'There is the college located? Is it in a desirable location
considering factors of transportation?
6. For what particular work does this school apparently train
its students?
7. Are there any special circumstances which render this school
particularly attractive or otherwise?
Each committee will briefly summarize its findings and make a report to the
class.
Another committee will investigate and report on the following topic:
What Factors Should A High School Student Take Into Consideration V/hen
Choosing A Post-Secondary School? After the committee has made its report,
there should be some time allowed for general class discussion of the
subject. There may be important considerations which the committee has
omitted, and possibly these omissions might be supplied by other members
of the class.
Summary of the assignment for this part .— The assignment for this
part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. List, classify, and locate the major educational institutions in
Massachusetts. This will be done through class discussion and by
an appointed committee.
2. Make an investigation and report on some college in Massachusetts.
In this report include the answers to certain suggested questions.
This work is to be done by various appointed committees.
3. Make a report on the factors one should consider when making a choice
as to the school one should attend after graduating from the high school.
This work will be done by an appointed committee and then the topic will
be discussed by the class as a whole.
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Literature in Massachusetts
Massachusetts, the home of many authors .— It was in Massachusetts
that literature and the arts first got their start in the United States,
.any of the writers prominent in American literature were Massachusetts
men. Among these authors are Thoreau, Bryant, Emerson, Hawthorne, Alcott,
Longfellow, Whittier, Holmes, Lowell, Field, Frost, Dickinson, and many
others. No doubt you are familiar with many of the works of these authors,
but perhaps you did not realize how many of them were either natives of
Massachusetts or spent a good part of their lives here. Boston and the
surrounding towns, particularly Concord, were the homes of a large group
of prominent writers of the nineteenth century.
Let us see hov; many authors we can name ,»ho were born or lived for
some time in Massachusetts. (As the pupils suggest the names I will list
them on the board. I would intend to include at least the following
authors on the class list. If the pupils did not mention all of them
during the class discussion, I would through questioning remind them
of those they omitted. The authors are: Henry David Thoreau, William
Cullen Bryant, Ralph Waldo merson, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Louisa May Alcott,
lienry Wadsworth Longfellow, John Greenleaf Whittier, Oliver ,/endell Holmes,
James Russell Lowell, Eugene Field, Robert Frost, Emily Dickinson, Thornton
Burgess.) Now let us see if you can name something written by each one of
these authors listed.
Committee assignments .— We will divide the class into committees.
Each committee will select one of the authors mentioned on the list we
have just prepared and prepare a brief report on his life and works.
Include a representative excerpt from his writings, either a short poem
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or a paragraph or two quoted from a longer work. This report will be
presented to the class.
Another committee will make a list of literary shrines in Massachusetts
—
that is, places either connected with the authors or their works. For example,
Concord Bridge and the Old North Church. Explain how each of these places
is related to the story or poem you mention.
Summary of the assignment for this part .— The assignment for this part
of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Make a list of the chief authors who lived in Massachusetts and mention
some of their outstanding works. This will be done through class
discussion.
2. Make brief reports on the life and works of selected Massachusetts
authors and present representative excerpts from their writings.
This will be done by appointed comiiiittees.
3. Make a list of the chief literary shrines in Massachusetts and explain
how each is related to the particular works you cite. This work is
to be done by a committee and reported to the class.
Music in Massachusetts
The Boston Symphony Orchestra .— Massachusetts is fortunate in
having the Boston Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Serge
Koussevitsky and the Boston Pops Orchestra conducted by Arthur Fiedler.
In the winter seasons symphony concerts are held at Symphony Hall. In
the spring there is a series of Pop concerts, featuring semi-classical
music designed to appeal to the popular taste. Strauss waltzes, Sousa
and Goldman marches, certain well-known operatic arias, The Golden Age
4
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by Shostakovitch, and Gershwin's music, particularly The Rhapsody in Blue
featuring Sanroma or Girtwin at the piano, appear frequently on the Pops
programs.
In the summer, during the month of July, there is a series of concerts
held six evenings a week at the Hatch Memorial Shell on the Esplanade on
the banks of the Charles River. The new Shell, opened in 1940, is decorated
with names of composers in gold letters, and before the days of the dimout
regulations it was beautifully lighted at night. The Esplanade concerts
are free and are partially supported by voluntary contributions made by the
audience.
Later on in the season, usually in August, the symphony customarily
moves to Tanglewood, near Lenox, for another series of concerts, which are
attended by thousands of people annually. In 1943 because of the lack of
transportation facilities and because of gasoline rationing, the Tanglewood
concerts were cancelled. V/e hope that they will be resumed after the war
is over.
Committee assignments .— Y»'e will appoint a committee to make arrange-
ments for us to hear a few recordings played by the Poos orchestra
—
perhaps
The Rhapsody in Blue with Sanroma at the piano.
Other committees will be appointed to read, summarize, and report on
selected magazine articles as follows:
Committee 1—"Aut Caesar aut Nullus—Petrillo's Fight With
Boston Symphony", Time Magazine
, December 7, 1942.
"Boston Joins the Union", Time Magazine
,
December 7, 1942.-
1/ "Aut Caesar aut Nullus—Petrillo's Fight V/ith Boston Symphony", Time
Magazine
, December 7, 1942.
2/ "Boston Joins the Union", Time Magazine , December 7, 1942.
4(
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"Caesar's Triumph—Boston Symphony Finally Comes
1/
to Terms", Newsweek , December 7, 1942.
2/Committee 2— "Berkshire Festival", Life
,
September 1, 1941.—
"Grand Climax at Tanglewood", Newsweek
,
August 25
,
1941.^
"Music In Shirt Sleeves; Berkshire Festival and L'usic
Center", Atlantic Monthly
,
July, 1940.
^
Another committee will investigate and report on the Worcester Music
Festival which is held annually. W« will probably ask for volunteers for
this sort of work, because people who have a particular interest in music
will be more likely to know interesting details about the Festival,
especially if they have attended it several times.
Still another committee will investigate and reoort on the series of
community or civic concerts held each year at the Worcester Auditorium.
Summary of the assignment for this part.— The assignment for this
part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Arrange to hear a few recordings played by the Boston Pops Orchestra.
The arrangements will be made by an appointed committee.
2. Read, summarize, and report on certain recommended magazine articles
relating to music. This work will be done by two appointed committees.
3. Investigate and report on the Worcester Festival. This work will be
done by a volunteer committee or by an individual pupil.
l/ "Caesar's Triumph—Boston Symphony Finally Comes to Terms," Newsweek
,
December 7, 1942.
2/ "Berkshire Festival", Life
,
September 1, 1941.
2/ "Grand Climax at Tanglewood", Newsweek, august 25, 1941.
Uj "Music In Shirt Sleeves; Berkshire Festival and Music Center",
Atlantic Monthly
,
July, 1940.
<
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4. Investigate and report on the series of community concerts held
each year in Worcester. This work will be done by an appointed
committee.
Art in Massachusetts
Art museums .— We have seen from our previous study that llassa-
chusetts holds a prominent place in education in our country. We have
also seen that Massachusetts has contributed a great deal to American
literature. We have found that Massachusetts makes provisions for its
people to enjoy good music in a pleasing atmosphere. Now let us see
what Massachusetts does for its people who are interested in art.
Have any of you ever visited an art museum in Massachusetts? Where
was it? Can you tell the class something about your experience there?
Did you see paintings or statues which impressed you particularly?
The larger cities, especially Boston, Worcester, and Springfield,
have a number of art museums and other public buildings where works of
art are on exhibition. Often you will find murals and paintings on
display in public libraries.
Committee assignments .— We will appoint a committee to make a list
of the major art museums in Massachusetts. In addition to giving the
name and location of the museums, try to add some information as to the
nature of the work exhibited.
Another committee will read and report on the material found on
pages 59 to 71 in The Guide to Boston ,^which deals with the art museums
and libraries of Boston.
1/ Rand McNally and Company, Guide To Boston . Rand McNally and Company,
New York, 1942. p. 59-71.
s
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Can you think of any well-known painters who came from Massachusetts
or from any other of the New England States? ';,re will appoint two pupils
to investigate and report on the work of Charles Gilbert Stuart and James
Abbott McNeil 'Thistier. Try to include pictures to illustrate your report.
There are two outstanding paintings done by these artists. Do you know
what they were? Try to bring pictures to class which illustrate these
paintings.
In addition to the various art museums and library exhibits provided
for those of our people who are interested in art, you will remember that
we have also mentioned in an earlier part of this unit the art schools of
Massachusetts. V.'e will choose another committee to investigate and report
on the art schools of our state. Be sure to include in your report some
explanation of the type of jobs for which these art schools prepare their
students. This will help to show how people with a measure of artistic
talent and with an interest in art may use their talent and interest as
a means of making a living.
A valuable and readily available source of information about what
is going on in the field of art in Massachusetts is the Sunday newspaper.
'Ve will appoint a committee to read and report on the art sections in
three different Sunday papers published in Massachusetts. For example,
a Boston paper, a "Vorcester paper, and a Springfield paper. These papers
will tell you what works of art are on exhibition during the current week
in those cities.
Summary of the assignment for this part .— The assignment for this
part of our study consists of the following exercises:
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1. Make a list of the major art museums in Massachusetts. This work
will be done by a committee.
1/
2. Read, summarize, and report on pages 59-71 of the Guide to Boston.
This work will be done by an individual pupil or by a committee.
3. Report on the life and work of Charles Gilbert Stuart and James
Abbott McNeil Whistler. This work will be done by two pupils.
4. Investigate and report on art schools in Massachusetts. This work
will be done by an individual pupil or by a committee.
5. Report on the art sections of three Massachusetts Sunday newspapers.
This work will be done by a committee.
Suggested Activities
These activities are to be carried on by the class as a whole,
or by committees, or by individual pupils.
1. Select some specific vocation and investigate to find out how a
person could prepare adequately for that vocation by attending
only Massachusetts schools. Report your findings to the class.
2. Report to the class on "Traditions and Customs at
College." Select a college in Massachusetts.
3. Make as complete a list as you can of the educational facilities other
than public schools in your county. Because V/orcester county is rather
large, your list will probably be quite lengthy.
4. Make a collection of the catalogs from several colleges or other
schools in Massachusetts. We will place them on our reference shelf
for a while.
1/ Rand McNally and Company, Guide to Boston . Rand IfcNally and Company,
New York, 1942. p. 59-71.
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5. If you have visited a college or other school on High School Day,
report your experience to the class.
6. If you have attended graduation exercises at any of the Massachusetts
Colleges, report your experience to the class.
7. Bring to class for exhibition various college publications, such as
newspapers and yearbooks. If you have older brothers or sisters
attending college, you can obtain these quite easily.
8. Many of the homes of the authors on our list are open for visitors.
If you have ever visited one of these places, report your experience
to the class.
9. Explain how literature can play a part in National Defense and make
a collection of four or five representative poems, stories, or essays
to illustrate your points.
10. Make a bibliography of at least ten well-known books, poems, or essays
which have their setting in Massachusetts. In each case, tell the
exact location of the setting. Your bibliography should include the
title, description (whether it is a book, poem, or story), name of
the author, and the setting.
11. Collect at least five poems which have their setting in Massachusetts.
Copy the poems together with the author's name and the setting of each,
Display these poems on the classroom bulletin board or read them to
the class.
12. Dramatize some scene from a book or poem written by a Massachusetts
author and with a Massachusetts setting.
13. Illustrate with well chosen pictures some poem or story about Massa-
chusetts or New England.
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14. Bring to class for display programs of concerts given by good musical
organizations in Massachusetts.
15. If you have attended a good concert recently, tell the class about your
experience.
16. If you have ever visited an art museum, report your experience to the
class.
17. Make a report upon the nature of some career based on art.
18. Make a collection of specimens of art produced in Massachusetts or
depicting Massachusetts scenes.
19. Plan and present a program making use of the various forms of art we
have been discussing. For example, you might use the recordings we
have heard for musical background. Use poems and stories by Massa-
chusetts authors. Present some artistic pictures or prints as a
part of the setting. You might wish to write a short play which
would bring in these various kinds of artistic expression. If our
program is good, we may be able to present it to the entire school.
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CHAPTER VII
THE PEOPLE OF MASSACHUSETTS
Aims and Description of This Unit
The aims of this unit .— The aims of this unit are
1. To teach the pupils that Massachusetts is composed of areas which
are densely populated and other areas less densely populated.
2. To teach the pupils where the areas of dense and sparse population
are located.
3. To show the pupils graphically that the population of Massachusetts
has been increasing steadily since 1900.
4. To impress upon the pupils the fact that people from many different
countries live in Massachusetts.
5. To present examples of the contributions which these people from
other countries have made to our life here in Massachusetts
.
6. To teach the pupils something about famous people who came from
Massachusetts.
The description of this unit .— This unit is divided into sections
as follows
:
Distribution of Population, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from study of statistics presented
in the atlas.
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Information derived from the reports made by individual
pupils and committees.
Work to be done by pupils
On a mimeographed map of Massachusetts, locate the ten
largest cities and indicate the relative density of
population throughout the state.
Investigate and report on the following topic: Offer
Reasons to Explain the Heavy Concentration of Population
in Certain Parts of Massachusetts and the Relative
Sparseness of Population in Other Parts of the State.
Show graphically the trend of population figures since 1900.
Various Nationalities and Their Contributions to Our Society, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from certain assigned readings.
Information derived from reports made by committee's and
by individual pupils.
Work to be done by pupils
List the various nationalities represented in our classroom
and our town.
List the occupations carried on by these people.
Investigate and report on specifically assigned readings.
Investigate and report on suggested topics concerning the
people of Massachusetts.
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Famous people of Massachusetts, including
Information
Information derived from class discussion.
Information derived from reports of investigations
made by committees and by individual pupils.
Work to be done by pupils
List Massachusetts people prominent in various walks
of life
—
past and present.
Investigate and report on the work of some of the people
mentioned on the previously prepared list.
Introductory Remarks to the Pupils
We have spent a good deal of time studying about various phases
of life in Massachusetts. V/e have studied the physical features of
our state; its natural resources and their allied industries; its part
in national defense; its transportation system; its development in the
fields of education, literature, music, and art. But there is one vital
subject which we have not yet discussed and without which all the rest of
our study would be quite meaningless. I am referring to the people who
live in Massachusetts. The people and the environment have interacted
to produce the particular kind of society we have here in Massachusetts
today.
77ho were the first people who came to live in Massachusetts? From
what country did they come? Of course, these people brought their
customs and folkways with them from England, and as a result, much of
our society is of English origin. We speak the English language generally.
t
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We have copied the English form of government and lav/. We read English
literature. We have modeled much of our school system after England.
In fact, there are innumerable traces of English influence in our society.
Can you suggest how our society might have been different if the earliest
settlers of Massachusetts had been of some other nationality—for instance,
Spanish?
For convenience let us divide our study of the people of Massachusetts
into three sections. First, the distribution of population according to
numbers. Second, the various nationalities represented and their contri-
butions to our society. Third, famous people of Massachusetts.
Distribution of Population
Population figures .— In unit one, you remember that we studied some
statistics concerning the population of Massachusetts. Can you recall
approximately the 1940 census figure for Massachusetts? (4,316,721).
Do you remember the three largest cities? Refer back to the table we
constructed and find out how many people live in the ten largest cities
of Massachusetts. What is the total population of these ten cities?
(1,836,724). About what per cent of the total population is that figure?
(over 25/^). Those regions where the largest cities are located are of
course the most densely populated, because around these cities are clus-
tered many suburban residential towns.
The assignments .— Here is a jnimeographed map of Massachusetts.
(Distribute mi rieographed maps of the state.) On this map locate the
ten largest cities and indicate the relative density of population
throughout the state. Indicate the density by the use of dots. A few
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dots represent a region of sparse population and many dots indicate a
region of dense population.
We will appoint a committee to investigate and report on the following
topic: What Reasons Explain the Heavy Concentration of Population in
Certain Parts of Massachusetts and the Relative Sparseness of Population
in Other Parts of the State?
Y/e have considered the density of population in Massachusetts. Now
let us investigate to see whether there is any general trend showing a
steady increase or decrease in the population of Massachusetts. Refer to
an atlas to find the population figures since 1900. How often is a
Federal census taken? How many sets of figures will we have then, if we
study the figures from 1900 to 1940 inclusive? In order to show any
definite population trends graphically, we will plot these figures on
a bar graph. Put the date of the census along the horizontal base line,
and the population figures along the vertical left-hand border. When the
graph is complete, what does it show about Massachusetts population figures
Summary of the assignment for this part .— The assignment for this
part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. On a mimeographed map of Massachusetts locate the ten largest cities
in Massachusetts and indicate the relative density of population
throughout the state.
2. Investigate and report on the following topic: .yhat Reasons Explain
the Heavy Concentration of Population in Certain Parts of Massachusetts
and the Relative Sparseness of Population in Other Parts of the State?
3. Show graphically the trend of population figures in Massachusetts
since 1900.
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Various Nationalities and Their Contributions to Our Society
A community of many nations .— You remember that in our intro-
ductory discussion of the people of Massachusetts we said that the
earliest European settlers here came from England. Of course, we
know that now there are people from many other countries living here.
Let us see how many different nationalities are represented by people
right here in this room. (As the pupils mention the various nation-
alities, I will list them on the board.) Then we will list the
nationalities of people in our town whom we know but whose nationality
is not already represented by some member of the class.
Now that we have our list of nationalities made, let us consider
each one and tell what businesses they run or what jobs they hold in
the community.
Committee assignments .— We will appoint committees or have individuals
read and report on selected excerpts concerning our people.
Committee 1—Look for the answers to the following questions in
Building Citizenship^by R. 0. Hughes, pages 6-9:
V/ho are the citizens of the U. 5.7
How may citizenship be gained?
How may an alien become a citizen?
Committee 2—Read and report on pages 31-39 of Building Citizenship.^
Be sure to include in your report the answer to the following question:
V/hat is the difference between the terms race and nationality?
1/ Hughes, Building Citizenship . Allyn and Bacon, Boston, 1942. p. 6-9.
2/ Ibid, p. 31-39.
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Committee 3—Read and report on the following excerpts: The Complete
1/ 2/
Geography,-' pages 13-14; Massachusetts Beautiful ,-' page 22; Human Geog-
raphy, Book 11 ,-2/pages 128-129.
Committee 4—Read and report on "Industries and Population" on page
82 of Volume 9 of Compton 1 s Pictured Encyclopedia ii/and "The People" on
page 4325 of Volume M of the World Book Encyclopedia ,-^/
We will divide the class into committees to investigate and report
on the following topics:
The ( any nationality ) in Massachusetts—Where They Live and What They Do
Chinatown
The Portuguese on the Cape
The ( any nationality ) in ( any Massachusetts town or industry)
The Customs of the ( any nationality )
Contributions of Foreign Musicians, Artists, Doctors, Industrialists,
or V/riters
Remember that it will make your reports more valuable and more
interesting if you bring in souvenirs or pictures to illustrate your
reports
.
1/ Horace S. Tarbell, and Martha Tarbell, The Complete Geography ,
Werner School Book Company, New York, 1899, p. 13-14.
2/ Wallace Nutting, Massachusetts Beautiful, Garden City Publishing
Company, Garden City, New York, 1935, p. 22.
"jjj Russell J. Smith, Human Geography, Book II. John C. Winston Company,
Philadelphia, 1926, p. 123-129.
ij F. E, Compton and Company, Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia, Volume 9 .
F. E. Compton and Company, Chicago, 1942, p. 82.
j?/ The ^uarrie Corporation, Vforld Book Encyclopedia, Volume M. The Quarrie
Corporation, Chicago, 1942, p. 4325.
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Summary of the assignment for this part ,— The assignment for this
part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Make a list of the various nationalities represented in our classroom
and in our tovm. Also list the occupations of these people. This
work will be done by general discussion during the regular class period.
2. Committees will investigate and report on specifically assigned readings.
3. Investigate and report on suggested topics concerning the various
nationalities of people living in Massachusetts. This work will be
done by committees or by individual pupils who volunteer for the job.
Famous People of Massachusetts
Sons of Massachusetts .— Massachusetts, as you know, has had,
-in fact still has people who have become famous in many walks of life.
The pages of the history book contain frequent references to Massa-
chusetts men and women. Famous historical characters who were either
born in Massachusetts or who spent a good cart of their lives here and
did commendable work here include such well known figures as John Adams,
John ^uincy Adams, Benjamin Franklin, John Hancock, Miles Standish, John
V/inthrop, Daniel Vfebster, Calvin Coolidge, Oliver V/endell Holmes, Henry
7,
radsworth Longfellow, Nathaniel Hawthorne, 3alph "Valdo Emerson, Clara
Barton, Mary Baker Eddy, Horace Mann, Samuel Bowles, and many others.
Committee assignments .— Let us see how many noted people of Massa-
chusetts we can list in various fields of activity. We will divide the
class into committees. Each committee will list the people within a
given field. Your lists should include, in addition to the names of these
people, a brief mention of some outstanding contribution made by each
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character mentioned. *.Ve will assign one committee to each of the following
fields: politics and government (past), politics and government (present),
literature, art, music, education, newspapers, theater, sports, medicine,
science, religion, social work. After these committees have made their
reports, the members of the class at large may wish to add still other
names to the suggested lists.
Each member of the class will select some one of the people mentioned
on the lists and prepare to present to the class a brief biographical sketch
of that person, ivlake your reports brief and to the point. 7Je are inter-
ested in the major vrork of each person, not in mere lists of details such
as dates of birth and death and of graduation from college. Select what
seems to you to be the most significant facts concerning the character
about whom you are speaking, Remember that stories, pictures, relics, and
any other illustrative jnaterials will make your report more valuable and
more interesting.
Summary of the assignment for this oart .— The assignment for this
part of our study consists of the following exercises:
1. Uakl a list of Massachusetts people prominent in various walks of
life
—
past and present. This work will be done by appointed
committees.
2. Report on the work of some of the prominent people mentioned in
the list prepared by the committees. This work will be done by
individual pupils.
Suggested activities
These activities are to be carried on by the class as a whole,
or by committees, or by individual pupils.
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1. Make a poster showing the native costume of some nationality of
people living in Massachusetts.
2. Bring in pictures showing native costumes and customs of people
of different nationalities living in Massachusetts.
3. If you know of any foreign traditions, customs, holidays, or
festivals observed here in this country, make a report to the class
describing that particular function with which you are familiar.
4. Bring to class a recent census report, and be prepared to tell the
class about the various kinds of information contained in the report.
5. Dramatize an eoisode in the life of one of the famous people of
Massachusetts.
6. Present a brief play introducing several of the characters mentioned
on the list of famous Massachusetts people.
7. Bring to class pictures and magazine or newspaper articles concerning
well-known people of Massachusetts. Remember that there may be
nationally known people whom you never realized were originally from
our state.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
Suggestions For General Application
The foregoing units have been built for use in the ninth grade
of a particular school. The material has been presented in a fashion
which seemed best adapted for the situation in which it is to be used.
These units were taught for two consecutive years in that school and
revised and reorganized wherever such change seemed desirable. How-
ever, despite the fact that the units were built expressly to fulfill
a specific need in a particular school, much of the material contained
therein could easily be adapted for other classroom situations. While
retaining the same basic content material, a teacher could vary the
methods of presentation and the phases of emphasis to comply with the
needs of pupils at different grade levels and in different home and
classroom environments.
The use of the diagnostic pre-test included in the introductory
chapter might help the teacher to determine which phase of the material
needed special emphasis in her particular class. As a matter of fact,
the pre-test itself could be revised and rebuilt to place more searching
diagnostic emphasis on those particular phases of the material which
the teacher suspects may need most attention. In other words, these
units, built for a particular classroom in a particular school, could
be used as a basis for the development of similar units adapted for
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varying classroom needs.
I would suggest the use of specially teacher-made objective tests
at the end of each unit to determine those phases of the material which
may need to be retaught. These tests need to be constructed by each
teacher individually because she knows which phases of the material she
has deemed worthy of special emphasis and which phases she wants her
pupils to know most thoroughly. Since each teacher may have different
aims in mind to be achieved through the use of these units, each teacher's
objective tests will need to be built individually, in order that they
may be so constructed that they will determine the degree to which her
particular aims have been achieved. If these tests are carefully arranged,
correction can be facilitated by the use of stencils.
A sample of the kind of objective test which might be used at the
end of each unit is included here. This test would be used at the end
of the unit entitled i-Iassachusetts—.nrea, Population, i.ountains, Ftivers,
and Lakes.
Test
Part 1
Directions : In the blank spaces provided at the right, place the
answers to the following questions.
1. Arrange the New England States in order of
their area—the largest first.
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2. Arrange the New England States in order of
their population—the largest first.
3. Name the states which touch Massachusetts.
4. Name the three largest cities in Massachusetts.
Part 2
Jirections : In the blank spaces provided at the right, place the
answers to the following questions.
1. How does Moston rank in size when compared
with the ten largest cities of the U. 3.?
2. How does Massachusetts rank in population when
compared with the other states of the Union?
3. Name the states of the Union which are smaller
in area than Massachusetts.
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4. Name three bays on the Massachusetts coast.
5. Name two large islands belonging to Massa-
chusetts.
6. Name the highest mountain in Massachusetts.
7. Name the largest city in Massachusetts.
8. Name the longest river in Massachusetts.
9. What is the approximate population of
Massachusetts?
Part 3
Directions ; In the blank spaces provided at the right, place the name
of the state in which each of the following is located.
1. Mt. Katahdin
2. Bear Mountain
3. Kennebec River
4« Providence
5. Lake Vinnepesaukee
6. Mt. Mansfield
7. Penobscot Bay
8. Mt. Washington
9. Lake Champlain
10. Mt. Greylock
11. Hartford
12. Androscoggin River
13. Burlington
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14. Berkshire Hills
15. l-'anchester
16. Moosehead Lake
17. Durfee Kill
JLo . iaTj . i ojn
19. Portland
20. Portsmouth
Directions: In the
of the river near wh:
1. Springfield
2. Holyoke
3. Taunton
u. Lowell
5. North Adams
6. Lawrence
7. Great Harrington
3. Greenfield
9. Haverhill
10. Fall River
Part 4
Part 5
Directions : Read each statement carefully. Select the answer which
seems to you to complete the statement best. 'Trite the letter of that
answer in the space provided at the right.
1. The mountains of Mew Sngland are
a. much higher titan the Rocky fountains
b. slightly higher than the Rocky Mountains
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PBt* c. lower than the rtocky Mountains
d. about the sane height as the liocky Mountains
2. Massachusetts is larger in area than
a. Maine
b. New Hampshire
c. Connecticut
d. Maryland
3. The state in the union which most nearly matches
Massachusetts both in area and population is
a. Maine
b. New Jersey
c. Maryland
d. Connecticut
The largest river of Liassachusetts flows through
a. Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Connecticut
b. Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts
c. New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut
d. Vermont, Massachusetts, iihode Island, and Connecticut
The three largest cities of New England are
a. Boston, Hew York, Providence
b. Boston, Portland, Hartford
c. Boston, Hartford, Providence
d. Boston, Providence, Worcester
A.
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6. Three cities on the coast of Massachusetts are
a. Boston, Gloucester, Plymouth
b. Gloucester, Plymouth, Portsmouth
c. Boston, Lawrence, Mewburyport
d. Gloucester, Lawrence, Mewburyport
7. These three bodies of water are all in the state
of Ifaine
a. Androscoggin iiiver, Lake Champlain, Penobscot Bay
b. Iferrlmac P^iver, Kennebec Hiver, Belgrade Lakes
c. Penobscot River, ?.angeley Lakes, Casco 3ay
d. L'oosehead Lake, Kennebec River, Uarragansett Bay
8. Three cities west of the Connecticut Pdver are
a. Worth Adams, Great Barrington, 7/estfield
b. Springfield, Greenfield, '.Worcester
c. Westfield, Greenfield, Lawrence
d. Lawrence, Lowell, fclewburyport
9. ./hich of the following is not the largest city
of its state?
a. Portland
b. Bridgeport
c. Providence
d. Burlington

10. Which of these is not the highest mountain
of its state?
a. Mt. Katahdin
b. Mt. Washington
c. Mt. Mansfield
d. Mt. Ton
Part 6
Directions : Read each statement carefully. If you think the
statement is true, write the word "true" in the space provided
at the right. If you think the statement is false, write the
word "false" in the space provided at the right.
1. Massachusetts is larger in area than Vermont is.
2. Southbridge is nearer to New Hampshire than it
is to Vermont.
3. The highest mountain in New England is in Maine.
U. The largest city in New England is in Rhode
Island.
5. New Hampshire is west of Vermont.
6. l^aine borders or. l.iassachusetts.
7. Cape Ann is south of Boston.
8. The Taconic Mountains are in the western part
of New Hampshire.
9. New Hampshire is the only New England State
which has no sea coast.
10. The Berkshire Hills and the Blue Mills are in
the same state.
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11. The capital of New Hampshire is also its largest
city.
12. The Green Mountains are in Vermont.
13. Maine has a larger population than Rhode Island.
14. Southbridge is west of Boston.
1$. Southbridge is south of Worcester.
16. Southbridge is east of Springfield.
17. Southbridge is north of Hartford.
18. Southbridge is in '/forcester county.
19. Fitchburg is in Worcester county.
20. Boston is in Suffolk county.
It is hoped that in addition to teaching certain specific content
material, these or similar units will help to make the pupils more
interested in learning about our state and will help to develop a sense
of pride in and appreciation for Massachusetts
.
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